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ihe United States Coast Guard has implemented a performance ap-
praisal system intended to enable personnel boards within the
service to fairly select Coast Guard Officers(for promotion,school.
ing, and assignment), while also providing for the professional
development and counseling of officers. This system, the Officer
Performance Management System (OPMS), is based largely on the
principles of management by objectives (MBO) and incorporates the
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use of behaviorally anchored rating scales (BARS) in the process
of performance evaluation.

in an effort to assess the current attitudes of Coast Guard
officers concerning the Officer Performance Management System
(OPMS), the author has administered a survey to a random sample
of five hundred active duty Coast Guard Officers. This sample
was drawn from paygrades 0-1 through 0-6 and is further stratified
by career field and geographic area of assignment. The survey
attempts to measure reactions, attitudes, and specific areas of
knowledge relevant to the OPMS.

The survey responses depict only limited acceptance of the
OPMS67'Hurdles which this system must successfully bridge may be
basically perceptual in nature. However, perceptions often drive
realities in organizations such as the Coast Guard and thus, must
not be ignorel. Factors that may be of concern for the Coast Guard
include perceptions of (1) non-uniform applications, (2) minimum
return an effort, (3) interference with pre-existing priorities,
(4)conflict with the organizational context of the service, (5)
system inequity, and (6) lack of support for OPMS by the
organizational reward structure, among others.
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ABSTR CT

The United StateF Coast Guard has implemented a prfo:-

mance appraisal system intended to enable personnel boards

within 4-he service to fairly s-lect Zoast Guard officers

(for promotion. assignment, an, scholing), while also

providing for the prcfessional d.vel:pment and counseling of

the officers. This system, the Offi :Cr Performance

Managemen . System (OPMS) , is basel largely on the principles

of management by objectives (,B) anJ incorporates r-he use

of behaviorally anchcre! :at':.q scal-s (BABS) in the prccess

of performance evaluation.

In an .ffort to assess th . current attituies of Coast

Guard officers ccncerninr t he Officsr Performarce Maanagement

System (OPMS), t.e author has 3minitered a survey to a

random sample cf fi v-hun _red active luty Coast Gulard offi-

cers. This sample was drawn from pa) grades 01 thrcugn 06

and is further stratified by cari-er fild and geographic

area of assignment. The Fjrve' attempts to measure r;eac-

tions, attitudes, and specific areas of knowledge re!Fvant

to the OPMS.

The survey responses depict only limited acceptance of

the OPMS. Hurd!cl which -his zys-em nust successfullv bridge

may be basically perceptual in natur?. However, perceptions

often drive rpalities in -r ~nizatioas such as the Coast

Guard and thus must not be ignored. Factors that may bre of

concern for the Coast Guarl include oerceptions of (I) non
uniform applications (2) minimum raturn or. effort, (31

interferencs with pre-existing pririties, (4) conflict with

th% organizaticnal context of the service, (5) System
inequity, and (6) lack of support for OPMS by the oraaniza-

tional reward structurP , among others.
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I. IN- IODUCTON

A. PURPOSE

The purpose cf this rhesis was to perform an assessment

of the current attitudes and perceptions of U.S. Coast Guard

officers concerning -the recently implemented Officer

Performance management System (OPMS). This assesmert was

accomplished by rsing the results of a survey instrument

designed and administered by the aathor to a sample of

five-hundred (50C) Ccast Guard officers. The resultan-

analyses depicted areas cf ccnmcn perception as wall as

areas of diversified opinion.

One hope guiding this thezis effort_ was that th fin-

ings would support the optimism expressed by the Ccasn Guard

Headquartes Staff, (G-OPES), tha-t the OPMS is well acceoted

by the cfficer ccrps. If this were Indeed -he case, then

this thesis woul lend credence tc the optimistic atitudes

of the Headquarters Staff.

if the survey resul-s turred cut tc be unsupportive,

however, then it would appear that the Officer Perfcrmance

ManagemeLt System (O.MS) might be encountering resistance by

the officer corps. Hopefully, the survey results would

identify areas of significan+ resistance If they exist.

Likewise, areas cf significant support for the OPMS could be
ident ified.

The basic hypothesis of this thesis, then, is tha- the

attitudes of the Coast Guard officer co:2s in general are

consistent with the opinions expressed by staff elements of

Coast Guard Headquarters, (G-P-3), relative to the accep-

tance and efficacy of OPIS as a viable instrument for

evaluation, appraisal and development of the Coast Guard

officer corps.
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This study was lone with the concurrence an! lirec-

tion of the Coast Guard Headquarters Evaluat-on Group aad

staff (G-P-3). In compliance with minimum auideli.es estab-

lished by this gioup, as related through CWO S.B.

Wehrenberq, U.S.C.G., the author developed a survey instru-

ment. This instrtuent was administered by the author. Data

analysis was conducted at the Naval ?oszgra1ULtae 3chool,

Monterey, California, computer facilities usii.g the

Statistical Package for the Social Scisnceis (SPSS) as

adapted for the IBM 3033 computer. When completed, duplicate

data summaries were prepared and forwarded tc Coa;3z Guard

Headquarters, (G-P-3), Washingqon, D.C..

2. The Stud cncept

From the onset of the officer 2erformarce evalua-

tion, essentially from the beginning of World War I, the

Coast Guard has used the term "Officer Fitn-es- Re;ocrtina" to

describe the repcrting processes. with -he imolementation of

the Officer Perfcrmance Management System, the term was

changed to " Officer Performance Repor-ing ". The :unction

of evaluation is describer in terms of process rather than

function. These subtle changes in terms address more exactly

the functions of the reports and the rating officials.

Officers who now evaluate others are :eminded by the titles

that they are rerortirg on their performance of militazry

duties, and it sc doing, on their imoliel ability to

perform future duties. Repcrting officers are answering the

basic questions cf "How did the officer do the duties

assigned?", and "How can the officer do the duties

assigned?".

11
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In order to answer these questions, the OPM ;_s zS

three forms which are applied using the technIqueS,

concepts, and priJnciples of *an~kgement by object Ives (YeO?).

The OPMS Is ambitious in scope and length; i~t is --he devel-

opmental brain-child of Headquarters (G-OPES) staff. T 1 _

offi-ce was responsible for the design and implementatior. of

the OPMS . Further, this office and the same indivi.duals ars
responsible for the mcnitoring, analysis, revision, and

fi-nal evaluation of the success or failure of the CPMS

within the service. It is expected that these individuals

would have some degree of ownership in the ultimate success

of the systqm.

Thus, the results of this study may be r-aad wt-:.h

keenest interest In the offi-ce cf 3-P-3. Data and anal.yses

which support their analysis will lend credibili1-ty to -thcse

ana 1y se s. Convezrsely, data. and analysi-s whi-ch do no-,

support their findings may give rise -to additional rpe:zc .

and analyses.

3. Qr~q~ization

This thesis presupposes no direct knowledge ct' th

present Coast Guard Off-icer Performance Management System

nor the Off-icer Fitness Reporting System whi-ch !z replaced.

Likewise, it assumes that the reader will have little or no
direct knowidege of the lh.istory, evolution, nor ae~rhnd~

development which preceded the implezentatifon of the OPMS.

Therefore, a historical review will follow this section,

The remaining chapters of the thesis will. address desi-gn and

implementation of apprai-sal systems in qensral,and the meth-
odology, results and analysis of the survey instrument
do-signed to assess current acceptance Levels for th-P OPtIS by
the Coast Guard cfficer corps.

12



B. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

The Coast Guard has long used a method of narrative and

numerical evaluations for the purposes of officer personnel

management. These reports on the fitness of an officer were

prepared semi-anrually. They formed the core of an officer's

personal file. This file was then used to determine the

suitability of each officer for promotion, assignment, and

schooling. Linkirg this reporting system to promotion and

assignment greatly magnified the impact of the evaluation

process on the irdividual officer.

Before proceeding further, it is necessary to view the

development of perscnnel appraisal in the Coast Guard in a

historical context.

1. First Re.orts in ji-itar

The year 1890 is genetally considered as the ini-.ia!

establishment of a formal reporting system in the military,

this stemming frcm efforts in the U.S. Army ±c develcp a

system for reporting the relative worth of Army officers

within the service. This resulted from social oressures cf

the day. The influence of the "scientific management commu-

nity" and Taylorism was growing as a social force.

Additionally, it was at this time that the historical

billeting and posting practices of the Army gave way to the

needs of global expansionism of U.S. influsnce. Officers who

had once been posted at the same regiment as many relatives
were formed into new regiments as the Army grew and the

structure changed [Ref. 1].

The first efforts at evaluating U.S. military offi-

cers predates this system, however, to the Continental Army

in revcluticnary times. The most widely known examples of

early reports ar-e those emanating from Brig. General Lewis

Cass in 1813, as related by Dilworth [Ref. 2].

13



2. IFirjst g~d of PA in Coast Guard

There are few records of the former services which

combined to form the presen t day entity of the service which

suggest that any performance appraisal was conducted in the

earliest years of its existence. During the revolutionary

period through 1900, promotion in the officer ranks was

accomplished prizarily as a function of seniority and other

iess specific dictums of the period. However, with the

advent of the principles of "scientific management" and the

rs:.se in influence of Taylorism, all U.S. lilitary organiLza-

t:.ons experienced an inc-_eased exposure tc performance

appraisal systems.

The U.S. Lifesaving Service was combined with the

U.S. Revenue Marine (formerly the Revenue Cutter Service) in

1915 by an act of the U.S. Congress which created the U.S.

C(:ast Guard. For the first time in the service's history, a

formal system of records was created to effect promotion
wthin the newly created organization.

During both World Wars, the Coast Guard operated as

a.: adjunct to the U.S. Navy. As such, Navy fitness reporting

p-:oceduzes, policies , and forms were adopted by the

service. This was done essentially as an administrative

convenience to the Navy. Thus, much of the organizational

l-gend regarding fitness reporting, appraisal, and promotion

policy are direct descendants of the Navy policy for that

period. Officers were promoted solely on a fully qualified

basis, did not ccmpete within their pay grade for promction,

and were promoted only when (a) service needs allowed, and

(b) they were fully qualified for the next higher grade as

depicted by their file of fitness reports [Ref. 3].

Even though the Coast Guard was recognized as a

separate military and armed uniform service in 1949, a long

delay since we fcught alongside and as part of the U.S. Navy

141



in all wars since the American Revolution , the service

maintained many Fast Navy promotion policies through the

1950's. However, with the passage of the Kerrins-Stephens

legislaticn in 1S64, the United States Coast Guard finally

adopted service specific officer promotion and appraisal

system.

3. _est Ujifi- d Prom2=oio

The officer promoticn system was changed tc reflect

the impacts of the Kerrins-Stephens legislation in 1964. A

new form of fitness report was designed by Mr. Joseph

Collins and implemented by the service. Promotions were then

made or. the basis of a best qualifiel as describei by the

new report forms. Prcmotion became competitive within the

ranks as promoti'n zones iefined the number of officers

eliqible for con "ideration, yet permitted less than all of

the zone to be p4omoted. Alditionally, the legislation

required a )vramidal billet structure for the service,

implemented the jolicy of " up or out" which today charac-

terizes mili:ary careers.

The Coast Guard Officer Fitness Reporting System

remained -tolid, with few revisions and without major change

unti. I January 1982. At this point it was summarily

replaced wita the Officer Performance Management System

(OPNS). The factors which caused the change are subiect to

debate. The Coast Guard Officer Fitness Reporting System

may have been outmoded, inflated, unwieldy, not psychometri-

cally sound, or rot liked from its incepticn to its d--mise.

These factors may have led to efforts to upgrade the system

over time.The putlishing and subsequent adoption of the

GUIDELINES of the 1978 Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission by the federal bureaucracy may well have hastened

this process.

15
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4. Dylj§,.!ic f2 Chalie

These changes in the rules for performance appraisal

were among many that led then Ccmmandant of the Coast Guard,

Admiral John B. Hayes, to direct the establishment of a

staff element to study the system and provide recommend

change for the future. This led to the contracting of the

General Research Corpcratior, McClean, Va., as an external

research agency to assist in the levelopment of a replace-

ment for the ther current Officer Fitness Reporting System.

The GRC effort bigan in March of 1980.

Coast Guard Commander Nicholas H. Allen and Mr.

Bradford P. Sharp headed this research effort for the Coast

Guard; 'r. Daniel J. Tcbin, Dennis G Faust, Ph. D., and

Robin Lcvely were key researchers for GRC [Ref. 4: ch.1].

C. GENERAL RESEARCH CORPORATION

The General Besearch Co.portion, Final Report to the

Coast Guard, March 1981, was issued three months subsequent

to the decision t.o implemen c the OPMS. The report provided

specific conclusfons relevant tc the development of a proto-

type cfficer performance appraisal system and the

organizational ccntext and environment to be encountered by

-hat system. The ccnclsions are pertinent to the state of

the art at that time, the effec-ivenass of implementation,

and the long tern effectiveness cf any performance appraisal

system adopted by the service for the officer corps.

1. General fls ch Co cration Final Repr

The repcrt of the GRC to the Coast Guard identified clearly

that there were dysfunctions in the fitness reporting

process. Additicnally, General Research Corporation recom-

ended specific clanges to the process of officer personnel

management in the Coast Guard . General Research Corporation

16
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cast the teror of its analysis within the framework of -he

organizational ccntext of the Coast Suard. This final report

to the service cites several perceptions which will impact

on gene:al systeis effectiveness of any perfromance

appraisal efforts directed at the coast Guard officer corps

in general [Ref. 4:ch.4-6,].

2. GRC SytEm Ccnclusiors

The studl groups conclusions are listed below:

1. The currert system has been adequate in the pasm
and possesses varying degrees of loyalty and accep-
tance from the leadership, officer corps, and system
users.

2. The current fitness reDo-tin2 system does not ,ake
advantage of state-of the-art advances ror does it
meet the sugcested desi n features of .he Uniform-
Guidelines (EOC GUIDELINES 1978)

3. The current system while at oresen+ a'dequate to
the prom otior and ass!nment funcrio., lac~s disc:p-
line ana is cn a rapid-obselence course.

4. Because tle current system is essen-aally an event
oriertel rather than a process-orented syst em, t i
iradegqate ir terms of imprcving perzformarce throuqh
effective counseling and is vague in i-s relationshi p
to actual pe:formance requirements and standards.

5. The currert system is narrow in its crienta.ion in
that it assi¢cs a single powerful role to the
reporting officers to the detrimsnt of the roles that
other members of the avaluation chain should be
playinq.

6. There is little or no training in regard to evaiua-
t+on traininc and responsbiliti_ s n -e cur -
system

7. The Coast Guard officer corps is beccming progres-
sively more qualified.

8. The fitness reporting system for the 1980's will be
udderfqreatz scrutiny both internally and externally.
Twere ore t Is increasinqly likely that the sistem
will be required to show that it adequately per orms
its intended functions and conf3rms to the Uniform
Guidelines.

17
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9. The fitness re porting system for the 1980's mus- be
an open, " atove board system prepared to meet the
chal en es ard achieve the support and confidence of
the officer corps.

10. The fitness reporting system fer the 1980's needs
to better accomodate the performance improvement func-
tion and better assist the organization in the
management of its work effort.

11. The fitness reporting system for the 1980's should
be expanded from an event-orientad system to a more
dynamic perfcruance cycle orientation.

12. The above may require more perfornance appraisal
training for all Coast Guard officers.

3. GRC SystEM Recommledations

Followinc the field testing of a prototype form and

associated process intended to replace the then current

Officer Fitness Feprcting System, GRC issued the followinq

recommendations to the Headquarters Staff and Study Grcup

[Ref. 4:ch.4].

In general it is recommended that

The revis ons to the existinj system follow the forns
and proceaures ued in the prototype evaluation.

Recconizinq the limi .ations of the field researchacl.iy, ithat all poli cies procedures, and forms be
;everif!ed ir a major operational field test prior to
implementaticn.

A comprehensive set of separate instructions be devel-
oped -o suppcrt officer fitness rsporting. These
instructions be contained in a separate manual rather
than in chapter form in the Personnel Manual. These
inst;uctions should contain a performancestandards
section if significant data are available from the
Coast Guard job task analysis project.

Ssronq trainingprog;am i pzerfqrmnce aparaisal beieve op~d anintt ional d within the Coast
Guard. Determination of the type, quantity, and
desired level of training to carry out fitness
report~ng requirements should be an. objective of the
operational field test.

A compr-hensive informatign program be developed for
the offner corps expiaining the nepd for and purposes
of the fitness reporting system revisions.
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A ccmprehensive system for monitoring the plan be
developed. It is not expected that any Per ormancz
aIraisal system will remain effective iE not conti.i-
".±y monitored.

D. CCIST GUARD RANSITION TO OPMS

1. aEAS HBC, Ind Army OE

The development of the Coast Guard OPMS is not a

direct result of thP General Research Corporation findings.

Forms, procedures, and policies were revised tc reflect some

of the recommendations of these external consultants.

Additionally, the internal study group established a oerfor-
mance apppraisal system which also included internal design

parameters not nscessarily known to General Research

Corpcraticn. The result is a system tha:. inccrporatps not

only features of the GRC prototype, but also contains many

parallel forms, policies, and procedures of the U.S. Army's

Officer Evaluaticn Reporting System which was finalized in

1979 [Ref. 51. The close resemblance cf the Coast Guard

forms and processes to the U.S. Army system may stem from

GRC's close association with the development of the Army

program. 1t remains to be seen whether the two systems will

bear close resemtlence in the future.

To clescribe the two systems as parallel is appro-

priate. The majcr differences, perhaps the only differences,

in the systems aie the inclusion of behaviorally anchored

rating scales (BARS) by the Coast Guard and the semi-annual

versus annual Coast Guard reporting requirements. Although

this is a rather global comparison of the two systems, it is

adequate for the purpose of this study. Both systems are

essentially ,BO, process-oriented officer performance

management systems. Both systems use an appraisal support

form and a performance reprot form. The intermediate
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purposes and end uses of each system ars the same. T his4
ccmparison has been drawn to enable f uture research-ezs tc
utilize the similarities to combine data bases as may be

appropriate.

2. Overie of OPMS

Essentially, OPMS is composed of a cyclic appraisal

and evaluation process which is guided by the mandatory

compilation of data and Journal type log keeping. As a
system which includes goal and objective setting as a

process for developunet of individual potential and the

integration of personal and organizatiJona. gcals, the Coast

Guard OffIcer Performance management System is a classical
application of Drucker's management by objectives (Ref. 6].

3. gPupose cf OPMS

The purpcses of the OPMS are three fold as described

by U.S. Coast Guard Instructions (Ref. 71. Appropriate,
sections of text are set forth below.

Purpose. The Coast Guard Officer ?erforipance
ianag~ment System (OPMS) serves three mala purposes in
that it:

1. Provides relevant, credi-ble inform~tion nlces~ary
for iak~ng affpor*6ant management aNecisions primarily in
-the areas of: prcmction, and to a certain extent,
assignment.

2. fosters the development and improved performance of
indviua oficrsand thu, th e quality of t-heofficer corps, through its reur nsfoefctv

performance counseling.

3. Enhances crganizational effectiveness by a means of
st uctu?,e for more cleaply assigning responsibilities
and def~ning relationshipi between people and tasks
within t-he chain of command
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4. oPMs 2jircA21gs

The Officer Performance Management System is oper-

ated under the fcllcwing principles of design and execution:

1. OPMS is ar integral part of managing the orgariza-

tion...

2. OPMS is ccntinuous...

3. OPMS measures correct and relevant dimensions of
performance...

4. OPMS limits subjectivity...

5. OPMS is ccnstructive...

6. OPMS fosters consistency...

These principles, simply stated, form the basis of

extensive orqanizaticnal policy concerning the uses, aDpli-

cations and execution of the data generated for the OP4S. A

more detailed review of these princi:lps is available in the

Coast Guard lastructions which implemented and govern OPMS

[Ref. 71.

5. Roles, Fnctions, F_orss, and Process

Addzionally, the implementing instructions estab-

lished roles and functions of officer within the governance

of the OPMS. These include defined roles of

Commanding Officer

Reported on Officer

Superviscr

Repcrtinc Officer

Reviewer

District Personnel

Commandant (G-PO)
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Each of the roles identified has specifically

enumerated tasks and responsibilities. The authority lafined

by the instructicns are essentially top down. It is of

interest, however, that the responsibilities for reporting

are , at least iritially, from the bottom up. It is the duty

of the Reported on Officer (ROO) to initiate reports, seek

assistance, and develop his performance. (Ref. 7].

There are three forms integral to the OPMS.

Generally, these forms are used to document performance,

report perfcrmance and assess future potential of the

reported on officer (ROO). These forms are defined as

follows:

Officer Perfcrmance Suport Form (0SF). The form used
7o---a s f t F-Ti Z--nea-Ron-Zf-UV tasks,and the
enhancement cf organizational colmunications, perfor-
mance counseling, and performance reporting.

Officer Perf crmance R2ort (OR). The renort used by
UTffXSE Z-o o-1i-h;Nper~ormafca anad pot_ ntial of an
officer.

Officer Perfcrmance Eleoort Continluation Form. The
Fee-s an t i3.*1-Zfgs--M evalua-

tions that co nct fit in the space allotted on theOfR .

The articula-ticn of roles, forms, and rime frames

are provided in the fcrm of a flow chart in the Commandant's

Instructions. At the risk of oversimplification, it iS

enough to state that the 3SF is the central document of the

MBO process. Supervisors and reported on officers develop

this document at the onset of any re.porting period (semi-

annually) and certer a dialogue on its contents. This form

is periodically reviewed and revised during the reporting

period. At the completion cf the period, this form is used

in support of developing the OPR. The OPR is forwarded via

the chain of command to Coast Guard Headquarters where it

forms the core of the officer's personnel file. This form
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may be used in the basic functicns of promotion, ass jnorent,

and selecticn for training cr special assignments. It is a

powerful document. [Ref. 7 ].

It is an intent cf the OPMS, however, that prccess

of developing these forms be stressed more than the impact

of the forms theitselves. The goal-satting, feedback, and

counseling features--esst.ntially the people process MBO

functions of the Officer 2erforma~ce Management System-- are

what distinguish it from the Officer ?itness Reporting

System it replaced.

E. SUMtABY

This concludes the intrcductory sec-,:on of this study.

The reader should now be prepared to delve into broad
industry issues cf design and implezntaticn in the

following chapter. From this point, -he auahor will develop

an awareness of design criteria, an -vaiuatfor process, and

the results of a survey develcped and admin.stered in an

attempt to fulfill the evaluation requirements in part.
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I. PEBfOIHAC_ IPPRIL DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. INTRODUCTION

" Many times...I have come to :malize
that a fervent speech, or a painstakingly
well written document, may be worth no
more than the good will and patisnt coop-
eration of those who say they subscribe
to it. Tte multiplicaton oE documents,
resolutions, exhortations and declama-
tcry statEments seems to Ss the majo_
growth business of the age. I fear we -co
often lay more stress words than on the
stark necessity of leeds to back them

u . D. D. Eisenhower

These words from D.D. Eisenhower succinctly pcint jot

the major hurdle encountered by those whc would make p-licy

today (Ref. 8]. It may be all too simple to vcIc _ supp...

of a policy and concuurently vow silently to let . .wt,-

on the vine rather than oppose that policy in public.

Likewise, even those who truly support policy are cften hard

tasked tc transfcrm their intents in-o ccnsistent act,-e. i

support of that policy. Thus, it is vital a the cutsz of

an endeavor,such as changing major oersor-el policy, -

ensure -hat the rolicy is well supportel, well unde.-stcod,

and readily suppcrtable by the organization for which

designed.

B. STEPPING STONES IN PA DESIGN

1. Examine the Givens

It is likely that that few organizations are in the

pcsition of desicning a formal appraisal system for the

first time. MorE likely, organizations are apt to revise an

existing system to meet changing times, new personnel and
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changed work specifications. How prevalent these r-ev:_:s_-o

can be was revealed in a study of major corporation-s.

Teel's results irdicate that the overwhelmina Majoz:1tv Cf

systems are modified every three to five years.

Additionally, his study indicates that minor :evi-sior. and

evoluticnary charge is morei prevalent than major, r-evolu-

tionary change in thi-s area (Ref. 21].

Thus, before an organizatifon launches a major effor-t

to redesign an operating ?A system, it is importazt to

examine what is alredy in place, ie:- -:c examlne the gi-vsns.

Some leading questicns put forth by DeV=-i;es (et &I) are:

1.WAt .roblems or issues have created the need for

2. What existing organi.zat. ional comm -t-mer+ is there
for redesign--

3. What can :eiali-stically be done daring a specified
timiz period?

4. What resocrces exist -6c carry out ths work?

5. How important is it to design or revise the formal
PA system.

It Is hiqhly likely tha_ --he process of PA design

and revisionz is revez ending, a Sysisphean task.:Even those-

systems that are working well today will1 undoubtly reguire

change in the future, near or dist-ant, as the factors which

determine the lots evaluated will undoubtedly change. Thus

in s necessary to ask and re-ask the fcregcing, even at a

ti-me when the design or rsvision has just beer Implemented.

2. Choosinq the Development Groupl

Currently, industry trends indicate that mary PA

systems are desicned by the company's corporate-level

personnel departsent. A 1977 study by Lazer and WiJkstrom

irndicates approx~matcely 73-75% of new PA systsms grow from
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corporate staffs, abcut 7-15% grow from division-level

staffs, and internal cr external consultants account for the

rem ainder.

There are three general groups who cculd participate

in the design stage namely, (1) cutside counsultants, (2)

inside consultants or change agents, and (3) line managers

and employees. There are advantages and disadvantages in

directing that aty cne of these groups conduct the design of

a system without external influence.

Outside consultants who are specialists in Pa will

likely have the technical expertise to provide a psychome-

trically sound Ph system. Hcwever, their lack of inside

knowledge will limit their awareness of the nuances of

organizational ccntext, and thus, will limit their ability

tc intergrate the PA systsm with preexisting crganizaticn

systems. Additiorally, the cost of their services neces-

sarily dictates that the association of an organization with

external agents is of the short term. This factor may

induce many shortfalls of insight not readily obvious to the

curscry observer.

Cn the other hand, internal human resource special-

ists may have great insight to the structure, legend and

operating conteit of their ozganiation . Yet their product

may be limited by a paucity of indepth, state-of-the- art

knowledge of current PA technology. Aditionally, inzernal

change agents maj often find themselves without the support

structure necessary to effect legitimate change. They may in

fact lack credibility within their own organization simply

because they are part of that organization and not

outsiders! Finally, the authority of internal consultants

is sometimes limited by internal organizational politics.

In contrast to either of the foregoina groups is the

final group, line managers and employees. Whereas this group

may be lacking technical expertise with the myriad
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innerworkings of a PA system, they do have the most expert.

knowledge of the day to day uses of work at hand and the

evaluation systen in place. They are in a unique positincr to

provide the most realistic and accurate input concerring the

nature of the work, performance criteria, and useable

appraisal methods.

3. A Combination of Talents

The raticnal approach in resolving the issue of who

can provide the best information in design a a new system

to include elements of each of the foramenticed groups at

the outset of the design process. Each group is able to to

make unique contributions to the process. Finally, it is

critical that this design group be representative of the

major segments of the organization and have the credibli-.y

am! authcrity necessay to win the acceptance of their -desian

by top management as well as lower echsicn members of the

zczanizaticn (Ref. 10).

4. Evaluate the Organ1i zational Context

The orgarizational context into which PA systems

must be integratEd to be effective have recently been

addressed. Kane and Lawler [Ref. 11], and Wexley [Ref. 12],

describe factors which must be synthesized when impl-

menting new systems into an environment. That a PA system

must interface with many systems already in place as well as

fature changes tc these systems is a foregone conclusion.

Many factors resultant from these areas of interplay must be

acknowledqed, accounted for and dealt with. Failure to

recognize and address these factors from the design stage

can severely limit the success of any PA program.
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5. c2.~sst ecy with 'lanagement Philsovh and Practice

Performarce appraisal programs do not exist in a

void. Rather, they tend to be central to many related manag-

erial functions. Generally, they are existant in the middle

of highly structured, hierarchical organizational procasses.

In such hierarchical organizations, it is likely that

responsibility fcr strategic decisions belongs to the

senior management. Likewise, perforance appraisal functions

generally belong to the senior member of a manager-employee

pair [Ref. 10]. Thir is certainly so in military orgariza-

tions. In the Coest Guard ccntext, many regualtions have

been produced to assure tLat the appraiser is senicr to the

appraisee in the past. Thus any new appraisal system must

take this organi2aticnal proclivity into account from the

design stag. . Failure to do so might be to invite added

r:.sistarce to an ainneeded change.

When organizations with a strong hierarchical stric-

ture, typifiel bj the military, enter izto PA programs

involving mutual goal satting, sharing, and two-way communi-

cation, dysfunctJonal oehavior can be a result. The factor

responsible for the dysfunction is the inconsistsncy between

the PA r-cles (of openness, sharing, and mutual ownership of

strategic goals) and the general operatina procedures of

following orders.

The degree of democracy, delegation,and openness

implicitly requi_-ed in effective particpative PA approaches

may render a performance appraisal sys'em meaningless in a
traditionally stiong, top-dcwn organization such as military

unit [Ref. 10:p. 99].

Thus, it is critical at the outset cf PA design to

ensure that the design is consistent with management philo-

sophy and practice.
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6. Co £nl t with the Nature of Mangerial Work

Efforts ly Minmzberg [Ref. 13], MCall (Ref. 14],

and Bennis [Ref. 15], to observe and characterize the nature

of managerial work have been enlightering. These studies

reveal that the nanager's jcb most often consists cf brief,

varied, fragmented activities. Additionally, it has been

shown that managers prefer to deal with current issues and

non-routine tasks. Mintzberg's study went on to charac-

terize most of managers' action as ad hoc, reactionary

rather than planned.

Performarce appraisal, on the orher hand, requires a

process characterized by rela-ively iLng, intense, and

concentrated act.ivity focusing on past performance. The

general format fcr PA tends to be one cf high structure and

periodic routine. Appraisal frequently requires planned,

formal interacticns between manager and employee ir. which

interruptions are. not allowed.

This is certainly the case with appraisal techniques

within the Coast Guard. Policy makers have continually

stressed that gocd leaders counsel in private. Legal actions

have required formality to grcw to immense proportions when

negative behaviors are denoted..Reports of fitness of offi-

cers for qeneral and specific dutles are closely held, not

revealed, and sutject to great censure if misdistributed.

Therefore, it becomes more obvious that desianers

must be sensitive to the natuze of mnagerial work when

designing an. appraisal system . Failure to acccunt for the

nature cf the beast may place the system in direc- conflict

with the very pecple mos-t needed to make it work.
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7. complia~ce w'th 1&11A~jl ie m nts

Federal regulations regarding equal employ.-ii--

opportuni-ty, adverse impact, and eqt!iLy have grocw: w-±"A the
adoption of the 1978 Equal Employment Opportunity Com~mission
Guidelines [Ref. 16). Adiioal , mployse hi-ti'ca:.or has

increasinqly enjcined management irn suit tc assure fair:ess
in apprai-sal. Dcr Ing the next decades, regu'at-cn of

appraisal functicns is most likely to nres rather than

decrease.

8. Admrn--inst;~t icn cf Performance Apprai sal

The source of policy and procedure regarding perfor-

man~ce appraisal are important cues to its crganzational
_mpact. There are several echelons where th,6ses may

emenate-for exain~le, from central corpcrate hedduart;;rs,

regional offices, cr- local line management. Each source aa

a differing impact cr the appraisal system. Not on~ly -Io

directives carry different connotatio-4:ns deperdent uznontei

source, but they may imply totaly different positions of

power and authority. Thus,t:he efficacy --f policy may be

dependert upon the pclitical or bureaucratic position of the

source of the policy. Thi.s point is best .escribe-l In

Allison's analysis of the "Cuban .issilse C:'sis"l (Ref. 17].

Additionally, the uses of performarnce appra--sal vary

from office to office, 26evel to corpor atze leavel. For
example, a liJne ffanacer may use apprai-sal to encourage,

reward, or dismiss an employee. Performance app~aisai in -he

fiePld may well be aimed at growth and development of the

employee. At the corporate level, however, performance

appraisal may take on the appearance of being soley an

administrative function.
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Performance appraisal systems with employee g:ow-h

and development as thei* objective are best operated f:m

positions close to operating units, rather than frcm corpo-

rate headquarters. The primary concern with administrative

functions of appraisal tends to overshadow the developmental

function cf sys-Ems housed in a central corporate
headquarters [Ref. 10: ch. 6]

Thus, It is critical that designers plan for -his

bias when designing and imple-en-ing appraisal systems which

nominally ccncerr themselves with growta and development of

the employees.

9. Integration ylth other Human Resource Procrams

Appraisal is often a stated basis, cr core, of an

organization's himan resource development program. Often

other proqrams such as pay, advancement, retention, and

training opporturities are keyed to an appraisal system, at

least on paper.

in reali+y, however, managers are often unable to

use PA as the basis for =awa-ds or punishments, due a lack

of, or overabundance of, rewards. At times there may be far

too few rewards for anyone to share. Conversely, in times of

growth and expansion, everybody shares the wealth regardless

of personal merit.
Even in corporations that emphasize merit-bas.d ;ay

systems, appraisal is often not in-:egrated as a system to

determine merit. Though on paper the system might appear as

the functional link to merit pay increases, it is oftd.n

subverted to meet other needs of management. Teel (Ref. 9],

reveals that many managers have forced appraisal ratings to

fit salary decisions in an effort to provide equity or avoid

on the job conflict.
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Contrastingly, some orgranizations treat, ot zer

human resource piograms (such as salary, promotion, and

selecticn progra is) as totally separate from the apprai-sal

process. This is certainly to in the Coast Guard where line

officers are admcnished that "1 it is not your duty to deter-

mine promotability when evaluating an officer's performance"l

and where pay decisions are left largely to Congress and the

Secretary of the Department of Transportation. Thus, an

appraisal system may appear as a redundan~cy in organIzations

wherein the basic functions of appraisal are usurped by

other systems.

DsVries [Ref. 10:p. 1011, warns "that if a ?A

program is redundant with another human resource program, or
if ts iminq restricts its usefulnesss for cther perscnnel

decisions it will be treated superficially o: forced into

inappropriate uses to preserve other programs".

Fichiael Beer (Ref. 18] cites lack of top management

support as a critical factor -that is cited for many m-ci--

dences cf failure with appraisal systems. "Top Ma.-agement"

ia fairly7 loose term. In an effort to more closely iden-
t6i f y what is meant , DeVries [Ref. 10:p.. 102], lists the

fcllowing factors to clarify what this construct infers:

1. Failure to place major responsibility for PA i mple-
mentation where t-he program can be effectively ca-'rred
out.

2 Fallqretoa ocate the resource.1 necessary to;. Failure tc consider how PA must fit with other
human resource programs.

4F~ilur-e tqtkdntify*a clear, 3rgan2iz4L-i-ona1 policy
cons-,stent o perating management philosophy.

5. aiurgtcinclude effective appraisal Dractices
as ne ritrio 4nthemanagerial' reward structure.
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6. Failure tc acti,*vely monitor PA. procedures tc andIdata for indi4catcrs or EEOC compliance.

An additional factor, often enumerated, is the

failure to provide a credible, visiblea spcnsor for perfor-

mance appraisal. Far too often, top executives espouse the
4mportance cf performance apparaisal for others and disre-

gard it themselves.

C. DESIGN SUM1IABY

Planners, designers, and architects of human rnature as

veil as physical constructions realize that any major

constructive effort will stand only so well as its base w_-ll

support It. Thus, it is vital that ths _ntial analys--s an-d

design be systematic, global, and aimed at reducing system

gensrated hazards that would impact on the users. It would
be best if everycne were to gain from the implamentaticn of
a new app~raisal system; as a mi-nimum, cne would. assume that
the design would ensure that nc one would be worse off as a

result of this event.

D. STEPPING STONES TO EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION

-mplementaticn is the criti-cal stage o-f tran sf oratIne all1-

the? hard work and handiwork of the desigr. stage into an

effective cperat-ing system that accomplishes the intended

task within the limits of the criteria establs-hed by ths
design concepts. This system must usually be integrated

into a complex maze cf value systems and orge-nizati-oral
procedures that can be overwhelming.

This task usually falls to the internal consultant or

the organization's personnel staff. Nystrom [Ref. 19],

depicts scme pro kiems associated with this manuever.

Personnel staffs, though often in the best organizational or
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administrative seat for implementing such a program, may

have a reoutation of such narrow focus or limited succes

within the organization so as to lack the requisite credi-

bility tc effectively implement a new appraisal system.

Down-the-line emiloyees are often skeptical of the motives

of internal sraff members who may have a large stake in, or

much to gain fron, an organizational change of this nature.

It is not important whether this skepticsim stem from fact

or experience. However, it is vital tc recognize this

common perceptior and concurrent distrust as a factor which

may weaken even the best planned implementation effort.

Additionally, new programs even when highly polished and

far removed from internal politics, are often viewed as

simply " ancther personnel program . To avcid this

jaundice, as it %ere, top management may be well advised to

scrutinize who, sxactly, is leading the effcrt of implemen-

tation. By the judicious ase of members highly respected for

their leadership qualities and credibility, top management

might avoid limiting the affectiveness of a rew aopraisal

program from its point of inception. Conversely, top manage-

ment may only bl-me itself if it- chooses to overlook this

point uncr. impieaentaticn, only to fir.d they have spent a

lot of time and effcrt on an appraisal program with limited

impact and effec-iveness because it is oerceivei as just

another personnel prcgram "1 (Ref. 19].

1. T-aining Pzorojm s

There is some controversy regarding the extent of

training necessary when implementing a new appraisal

program. One guideline might be to measure the amount of "

newness " in the program, or to asses the amount of change

or effectiveness which the design intends to accomplish from

the change to the new system. One might conclude that there

is a direct, lineal relationship involved. Yet, two recent
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survey efforts still reflect a difference of opinion on -he

need for training. Lazer and Wikstrom [Ref. 20], depict

that about 75% of industry conducTs some type of trainirg

upon implementation. However, Locher ard Teel's results

point to only abcut a 25% incidence of training concurrent

with new systems [Ref. 9].

Regardless of what the incidence or extent of

initial training efforts may be, these initial efforts are

just that, initial. There is no guarantee 4 hat personnel ,

knowing what is required of them, will be either able or

willing to provide it. This is the function of training,

education, and system discipline. Although appraisal skills

required are a functionof the type of system in use, two

widely accepted Ekill-sets are (a) performance measuemer-n ot

rating skills, and (b) feadback or communication skills. A

system based on the principles of nFnag-me nt by objectives

would also require high competency .n coal setting process

[Ref. 10].

How these skills are best acquired is subject to

debate. Argyris would assert- that these skills are laarnel

by doing [Ref. 22]. Recent studies dons separately by

Ivancevich (Ref. 23], and Latham [Ref. 24], indicate tha-

these skills(performance measurement anr communication

skills) are best acquired through practical training and

experience as Is often available in a szhool or laboratory

situation. Additionally, rater training has been shown to

reduce psychometric errors by rate-s. This was detailed by

Klimoski [Ref. 25] in a study of of rater errors published

in 1974. It should be noted that the effect of this type of

training is short lived. Thus, periodic refresher training

Is necessary.

?Finally, there is evidence to suggest that employees

can benefit from training programs which depict how to

recei.ve performance appraisal, especially in participative
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programs such as MBO-based appraisal systems. Four issues

seem relevant in this regard. First,thsse programs permit

employees to participate more actively in their own PA than
they did without them. Second, these programs provide for a

cadre of monitors who may well be willing and able to main-

tain the integrity cf the system over a longer time period

than without this training. Thirdly, this same cadre often

may advance to tie management level and be or become

appraisers themselves. Lastly, most personnel who give

appraisals to others also receive them themselves; thus, the

training program may certainly flow full circle and have

wide application .

Although the zationale of p:zvidin g ".eini ng s.ems

obvious, this training is often not accomplished by organi-

zations iirplementing new appraisal systems. This fact may be

a main factor in the failing by many systems to meet t.ieir
stated perfrmance appraisal goals. An excellent example of

this point is provided by Beer [Ref. 18], where h.e reLates

his experience at implementing an MBO program at t he Co:ning

Glass Works in 1S77.

2. Pilot Te stinq Pr2aAms

Before buying a new car, most of us will take the

time to drive it first. The same logic that gulmies us in
personal expendi-tures should also be applied to the Pxpendi-

ture of great resource (time, effort, and money) in our

professional lives. A performance appraisal system must be
tested before it is placed into the organization who must

from that day forth " ride " on it. The new system can be
validated, modified, and standardized in a testing si-uation

before it is given the broadest implementation.

It is important at this point to opt for success.

Choose a test bed that is (a) representative of the whole

organization, and (b) likely to have a successful test
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experience.if the event is successful, then those who ur.d-r-

went the experierce can form a cadre of missionaries whc can

advocate the use of the system from their own experiences.

Since this group may well become advocates, it is critical

to analyze who they are before you test the system on them.

Likewise, it is necessary to design a sys-em test, or Fro-,c-

type, that is highly likely to be successful with this

gro up.

For example, if the group is perceived as deviants

within the crganization, the appraisal system may be

severely cripplee by their association wi6h it. Conversely,

if the test group is composed of credible, powerful figures

in the organization and they become advocates, well, then

this is a very satisfactory situation.

in a military organization, this 1-tter group Is

usually known as the top management, the leadets, the pclicy

makers, c: the senior officers. They have the authority t-

make or b:eak any policy or procedure. It is viral to have

this group on board with a successful effort from The begin-

ning. Successful change strategy in military organizan:ons

is from the top down, not vice-versa.

3. a t narce Functions Necessary for Successful PA

Many new programs have not survived due mainly to

lack of nurture following implementation. Interventions when

necessary, .ze most succes,;ful when the smrategist observes

some ongoing continuum for change. A simple model for change

is the Kolb-Frohaan model for intervention [Ref. 26].

Essentially, this calls for an ongoing strategy for chance

which dces not erd at implementation. Likewise, implementa-

tion of a new performance ppraisal system should Lot end at

day one, but rather continue throughout the life of that

system within the organization.
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Maintenarce functions which continually encourace

the use of the syetm may spell the difference between

success and failure. The organization must provide a reward

structure that encourages managers to use the system i:n the

fashion designed (Ref. 27]. Additioral functions that may

keep the syetm rclling on the paths to effectiveness include

reminder services, ccntinued training and consultation with

human resource professionals, and actions by top maragement
In consonance with the system principles spell the minimum

level of support requisite for success.

4. Evaluation of Effectiveness

The objective evaluation cf system effectiveness :s

often the most oimitted s-age of ,th- implementation process.

It is a critical issue, knowing that the system is func-

tioning as intended and accomplishing the tasks required,

yet it is nct accomplished in many instances. Reasons for

this are varied. Often, it Is easy to assume there is li-_lI

value in knowing whether the system is functioning properly

unless "t can be linked directly with producticn or profit.

At times, those who are responsible for directly advocating

or implementing a new system may block objectives analysis

as a resultant of the personal impacts that the analysis

might have. Evaluaticn of performance appraisal system can

indeed be risky xentures at least.

As a continuation of the stspping stone approach sc
far presented, the following questions are posed as appro-

priate probe;s for the evaluation process.

1. Was the system installed as designed?

2. Are the eaployees using the system as it was
designed to te used?

3. Are the zysrems intended purposes and outcomes
being accomp ished?
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4. Dces tte jerfcrmance appraisal system fit within
the organizational context, par-.cu larly in terms of
otler human iescurce. programs?

There are various typqs of changes which can b.

instituted along the way. Essentially, each negative answer

to the preceding questions would lead back to -he lesign and

implementation stages. A simplist.ic management control

system that asks these questions does not need to meet the

parametzic requirements of classical research, rather it

need only collect data relevant to the intended tasks and

design cf the system.

E. CONCLUSION

1. This discussion may have painted a monst-uous spectre

for perfcrmance appraisal, not unlike that of a small craft

a: sea, caught inr an ocean storm, expending i-s total energv

7 simi)-y keepinc aflcat, with nc prospect of sver reaching

the sh:re. Yet t-e effort mus-t clearly be made; appraisals,

no mat-er how subjective or system-deficient must be made,

anti data-based systems to manage the iLnformation thus

compli.ed must be used.

Despite the controverse y, two guidelir.es may appear

wc-th fcilcwing. First, p-rfcrmance appraisal must b;

understarnable tc those who use it, regardless of type,

content, procedu:e or purpose. It i s not clearly articu-

lazed and understood, then the system holds no chance of

being effective within the context of its original purpose.

Secondly, perforaance appraisal must make sense in relation

to othe: business systems. Although -ffactive appraisal is

rarely a cure, ireffective appraisal is often a symptom of

ineffective manaqement. Thus, rather than adding to the

organizational dysfunction, i-- should contribute to the well

being of the institution upon which it has been implemen-ed

(Ref. 10:ch. 61.
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In summary, the implementation of a personnel appraisal

system requires that the employees have (a) at least onrs

good reason to try it, (b) adequate competencies to use it

effectively, and (c) a way to make it part of their ongoing

jcbs rather than a peripheral duty.

Additiorally, there must be a positive reward system
within the organizational culture to encourage the effect-ve

use of -he appraisal system.
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III. _MEI C2DOOG

A. INTRODUCTION

The methodolcgy of the study consisted of developiig a

tarqet sample fox the survey, a target for the results of

data collection effort, developing a survey "st=uiment that

was relevant in terms of t-he targets, adminisk:.'ing the

survey instrument, and fizally, in:erpreting tl-- w.-at the

data depict in formats tha- are rslevant -c Le ta_-get

audience (s)

B. RELIABILITY IND VALIDITY

Two extremely impcrtant propeztles that ll irruments

should possess are reliability an. val!i-:y. iiantiiv

reflects the degree to which the results of the measurement

are free from error, that is, attributable to systematic

sources cf variarce [Ref. 28]. Validity reflects the

degree tc which a measure actualy measures what it purports

to measure [Ref. 2 9 :p. 75].

1. Reliability

qeliability cf measures refers most to t.e repeat-

ability of the measure, that the results can be duplicated,

within ncrmal liits by additional performances of the

measure. For exaspie, geographical surveying techniques are

classified according to their inherent ability to measure

the same geophysical dimensions with repeated accuracy. in

other words, acccrdirg to the reliability of the technique.

This is analogous to the issue of reliabil.' , r in the psycho-

metric sense as aell.
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Three ge.eral methods of ensuring reliabili-ty cf

psychcmetric mea.sures are (a) test and re-test, (b) equiva-

lent form testing, and (c) split-half testing. The survey of

the Coast Guard cfficer corps included equivale-nt forms off

the same questicr in an effort to measure the reli abilty of

the survey instrrment.

A measure of the reliability of the survey may be

developed by exanining the correlation bewteen these forms

in a representative sample of officers.

2. Validit

The validity of measures generally is discussed in

terms of cne or uore of the following types: (a) content,

(b) ccnstruct, (c) criterion-related, (d) face, (e) incre-

mental, (f) ccnvirgent and discriminant,and (g) synthetic

validity. Content vali-iity deals with the ability of the

measure to cover the rangs cr dcmain of the subject matter

in question. Corstruct validity deals with the ability to

measure abstract variables such as thought processes or

intelligence. Cr iterion related validity involves the pcwe_

cf the measure aE a predictcr of some other attribute, for

making inferences relative to issues not measured direc-ly.

Face validity is exactly that: a measure that appears, a-.

least superficially, to measuze what it purpcrts to measure.

Incremental validity refers to the ability to measure

"somewhat better" than other tools already available. A new

test or procedure would probably -eed incremental validity

before researchers would adcpt it over some method already

in use. Convergent cr divergent validity refers to the

extent that measures are assessed on their ability to

ccnfirm the results already shown by other methods. For

example, a test nay have convergent validity when the

measured values converge on values demonstrated by another

test known to tbe valid. Finally, there is synthetic or
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job-component validity. This final measure is relevant when

developing tests to measure job skills. A measure would

have synthetic validity for a skin diver if it involved

separate valid m(asures of different skin-diving skills

[Ref. 30:ch. 41.

C. SELECTING THE SAMPLE

Three basic requirements needed to be met by the sample.

First, the sample had to be from all career fields of the

Coast Guard. Hopefully, a rcpresentative sample wculd

enhance the logic of extrapolating the results to the whole

populaticn sampled . The cell size af the sample areas

selected should be large enough to provide statistical

significance to the inferences made from the results and

enahnce the reliability of the atatistics developed from -.he

sample. Finally, to be frae from regional biases, the

sample should be drawn from all geographic areas of assign-

ment for Coast Guard officers [Ref. 30:ch. 6).

D. INSTRUNENTATION

1. General revelpment

The survey instrument was developed in a classic

manner as described best by Payne [Ref. 31]. Most basi-

cally, a review cf the present literature on the subjects

related to perscnnel appraisal led to a superficial under-

standing of the ceneral issues. Than, through a process of

personal intervi.ws, telephone debates, and observation in

seminars related to the issues, the fraaework for ques-

tioning became clear. Using questionnaires developed for

the pilot testing program, incorporating issues that were

idantified by the General Research Corporation in the devel-

opmental stages cf OFMS [Ref. 4:ch. 3] and including the
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results of much interview time, the author was able to

synthesize the line of questicning into a group of guestions

that appeared contextually acceptable.

Central to this effcrt were the works of Payne

(Ref. 31] and the Fort Hood Questionaire Construction Manual

[Ref. 32]. These two resources were invaluable in the

process of develcping the survey instrument. Each of these

resources ns rich in logic and further reference. These two

sources should nct be overlooked by those who are in the

business of survey development.

2. Data Collection

Upon receipt of the surveys, the raw data were coded

and entered into an SPSS data file. These da a are entirely

numerical.

Some subjectivity exists in the data coding . The
be:st and worst features of the OPMS, as solicited by ques-

tions R2 and R3, were segregated into two categories. This

appeared rational at the beginning of the coding effort.

Later, it became apparent that this data could be better

represented if ccded into five categosr-s.

3. Content Analy1!s

Analysis of the comments is essentially left undone

and really demands attention. As a minimal level of

analysis, all of the comment pages have been photostatically

reproduced and fcrwardsd to the Headquarters Analysis Group

for their review.

Additionally, selected remarks will be used in the
re.vo-ting of restlts to demonstrate the meaning of the

numbers, where a~propriat.. The remarks wi6ll also be used to
depi-ct the wide range of controversy surrounding the

isssues. Finally, an appendix containing representative

remarks is included in this study.
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These efforts, however, do not do jus ice to :he

great amcunt cf -sffort male by the respondents to accurat- iy

and frankly identify their positions concerning the OPmS. It

is the sincere hcpe of the author that the net effect of the

remarks Is not insignificant.

4. Cavats r.f Arnalsis

The interpretation of data is always a suhjective

functicn. There is more a question of what degree of

sub jectivity exis ts rather than one of i-s very existence. A

major source of this subjectivity can be demonstrated by

viewing the organizational con-text in which decisions are

made. CcnsiderinS the three major moleis of organizational

decision making, that is the rational, bureaucratic, and

political models, one can demonstrate that the same data set

may receive entiely opposite analysis as a result of the
organizational ccntext of aralysis. This dichotomy is a

result of the basic assumotions of the models and the

differing processes cf analysis. Significant determinants of

data interpetat-on are (a) type of organization conducting

the analysis, (b) position of analyst in that organization,

(c) stakeholder(E) in that organizatior relative the conclu-

sions of analysis, and (d) whether the data support or

threaten the position of the organization or the analyst.

Thus, the tenor cf the analysis may largely be dependsnt

upon where you s-t at the time cf analysis (Ref. 171.
Additionally, the numerical differences in the data

and the nuances cf interpretation a=- sellom as simple as

the; seem. Rather, they tend to stem from profound differ-

ence in approaches to complex problems. Issues of this type

are seldom resolved when reduced to mere arithmetic rela-
tionships, because the differences lie in the mind of the

a na 1 y st.
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Finally, though the differences in interprtat:ion

may be philosophically great, they often stem from minor

differences in numbers. A few hur.dred-ths of a percentage

point may spell the difference between success and failure

for sce adversaries. Yet, the magnitude of the difference

may seem 1illipu ian at best.

Thus one might readily accede to the multiple reali-

ties inherent in the analysis of data by keeping these

simple maxims it mind:

1. " It depends..."- on your point of view, on

your stake Jn the game, on your belief in the

power of the data, .tcetzra...

2. "It's no+ that simple..."- other factors are

invclved, the data is not representative, the test

4s nct reli=ble, etcetera...

3. " The differences are nct thait great..."-even

though they may be irreconcilia.1e, etcetara...

Nonetheless, the opinion of :esearchers may vary

greatly, and vehement discussion often emir-ates from adamant

stands on subtl_ differences which a:e not readily discer-

nible by the cursory examination of the data. This may well

be the case with the data collected h.re; however, it is

essential that an effort is made to analyze these results.

1. SAMPLE DEROGIAPHICS

The sample ccnsisted of five hundred active duty Coast

Guard Officers. 1he demographic breakdown of this sample is
shown through ths SPSS CROSSTABS feature. The CROSSTABS are
included in this section. [Ref. 33].
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1. B eakd.owr Grad_

The sample includes paygrades 01 through 06, Ensign

through Captain. The mailing of surveys included 500 offi-

cers of these grades who were stationed throughout ":he

geographic domain of Coast Guard billets. Additionally, this

mailing included all accepted career fields for Coast Guard

officers. The analysis of responses that follows will. be

predicated on the grade of the respondents. Thus, it is

appropriate at this point to demonstrate the represin-ative

nature of the sample. The percentages fcr the SAMPL]E RESULTS

are as measured hy the survey. The percentaces for -he

ACTUAL POPULATION are as legislated by Congress. These ar.

listed in [Ref. 34]. The !egisla-ed percentao% of 01's and

02's i ccmbined as 35.25'.

The frequency distributions ar shown as Table I.

2. Breakdowr bl Career

Eight major career fields were utilized to select
the officers to ke polled. The sample distribution by

carreer field is shown as Table II.

3. Brea kdowr b Dut! A ssicnm?r

Additionally, the demographic analysis provides the

ability to breakeown the responder.ns by the category of duty

assignment. Nine major levels of assignment were included

in the data gathered. The sample distribution bf duty

assignment is shcwn as Table III.

U. Brakdown by Roles an-d Effects

Two additional features were measured by the demo-

graphic data collected. The role(s) of the respondents

within the OPMS, and the number of officers effected by the

respondents throtgh these roles.
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TABLE I

Officer Distribution by Grade

SAMPLE RESULTS ACTUAL POPULATION

REL REL
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ

CATEGORY LABEL F RE (.15
CAPTAIN 28 (.CT.
COMMANDER 22 8.3 12.30
LCDR 86 32.5 18.00
LIEUTENANT 62 23.4 28.00
LT JUNICR GRADE 64 24.2 35.25
ENSIGN 10 3.8 -
NO RESPONSE 1 0.4

TOTAL 265 100.0

GRADE
CODE
I
1. ********* ( 20)
I CAPTAIN
I
2. ************ ( 22)
I COMMANDER
I
3. *******~***************( 36)
I LCDR
I
4. *****************( 62)
I LIEUTENANT
I
5. *****************( 64)
I LT JUNIOR GRArE
I
6. *****1 ( IC)
I ENSIGNI

0 20 40 60 80 100
FREQUENCY
0

VALID CASES 264 AISSING CASES 1

It is an accurate assumption that the roles

portrayed are sequential and hierarchical. That is, that f

a respondent indicates a role as Reporting Officer, he also

fills the basic functions of Reported on Officer and

Supervisor, as well. Thus, though it is not clearly shown

in the SPSS breakdown of the data, each supervisor is also a

reported on officer. The subcrdinate roles can be augmented

by the reader in this manner, if he so chooses.
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T ABLE II

Sample Distribution by Career Field

CAREER SPECIALTY

RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ

CATEGORY LABEL PEPT C) PT
SURFACE OPERATIONS 25.7 45.7 25.7
AVIATION 47 17.7 17.7 43.4
ENGINEER 50 18.9 18.9 62.3
MIO MEP 50 18.9 18.9 81.1
MANPWR PERS TRNG 21 7.9 7.9 89.1
FINANCE SUPPLY 8 3.0 3.0 92.1
LEG AL 7 2.6 2.6 94.7
OTHER 9 3.4 3.4 98.1
NO RESPONSE 5 1.9 1.9 100.0

TOTAL 265 10).0 100.0

CAREEP SPECIALTY
CODE
I1. ********************************** " ( 68)
I SURFACE OPERAIIONS
I
2. 4************************ ( 47)
I AVIATION
I
3. ************************ ( 50)
I ENGINEER
I
4. ************************** ( 50)
I MIO MEP
I
5. ************ ( 21)
I MANPWB PERS TENGI
6. ***{ 8)I FINANCE SUPPLY
I
7. ***** ( 7)
I LEGAL
I
8. ****** ( 9)
I OTHER
I
9. ~'* (5)
I

0 20 40 60 80 100
FREQU ENCY

VALID CASES 265 MISSING CASES 0

The final demographics, roles in OPMS, number of

officers supervised, and number of officers supervised and

reported on are shown in Tables IV, Table V, and Table VI

respectively.
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TA BLE III

Distribution by Duty Assignment

RELATIVE ADJUSTED Cum
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ

CATEGORY LABEL FE? PCT) (PCT) 4PCT)COMMANDI NG OFFICER 28 1.6 10.6 40.*6
EXECUTIV! OFFICEF 19 .2 7.2 17.7
OPERATICNS CFICER 4 1.5 1.5 19.2
DIFOPS 7 2.6 2.6 21.9
DIVISION CHIEF 18 6.8 6.8 28.7
BRANCH CHIEF 24 9.1 9.1 37.7
DEPUTY FIRANCH CHIEF 22 8.3 8.3 46.0
OTHER 30 11.3 11.3 57.4
NO RESPO.SE 113 42.6 42.6 100.0

TOTAL 265 100.0 100.0

DUTY ASSIGNMENT
CODE
I
1. ******** ( 28)
I COMMANDING OFFICER
I
2. ~** 5
I EXECUTIVE OFFICER
I
3. -* ( 4)
I OPERATIONS OFFICER
I
4. ***7I D!IOJS

I
5. ****** 1 18)
I DIVISION CHIEF
I
6. ******* ( 24)
I BRANCH CHIEF
1
7. 22)
I DEPUTY BRANCH CHIEF
I
8. ********* ( 30)
I OTHER
I
9. ***************************** ( 113)
I NO RESPONSEI
I................... .1........ I......... I..... ... . I1
0 40 80 120 160 200

FREQUENCY

VALID CASES 265 MISSING CASES 0
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T ABLE IV

Distribution by OPHS Roles

RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUmA SO UT 2 F Ej F EQ RE? )
CATEGORY LABEL FO LE (PC (PCT) (PC
REPORTED ON OFFICER 129 4479 47.9
SUPERVISING OFFICER 6E 24.2 24.2 72.1
REPORTING OFFICEE 40 15.1 15.1 87.2
REVIEWING OFFICEE 33 12.5 12.5 99.6
OTHER ROLE 1 n.4 0.4 100.0

TOTAL 265 101.C 100.0

PRESENT ROLES IN OPMS
CODEI
1. ********4*** * ( 127)
I REPORTED ON OTFICER
1
2. ************** ( 64)
I SUPERVISING OFICER
I
3. ******40)
I REPORTING OFF ICER
I
4. ******* ( 33)
I REVIEWING OFFICERI

I* OT4ER RO04I

0 40 80 120 160 200
FREQU ENCY

VALID CASES 265 AISSING CASES 0

F. SUMNARY

These tables present the data as of 7 February 1993. At

this pc-nt in tire, 265 -esponses were received by the

author. Additional, responses wil!. be included in the

historical files to be provided to the Commandant, U.S.

Coast Guard, if received. However, the data analysis will

proceed from this point predicated on 265 cases.

The following chapter will present responses to signifi-

cant issues posed by the author's survey effort.
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TABLE V

Distribution by Number Supervised

RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUm
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ

CATEGORY LAEEL FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (QCT)
SUPERON NONE 130 9.1 49.2 49.2
SUPERON1-3 83 31.3 31.4 80.7
SUPEEON4-6 35 13.; 13.3 93.9
SUPERON7-9 11 4.2 4.2 98.1
SUPERON1o-12 2 0.8 0.8 93.9
SUPERON13-15 1 0.4 0.4 9Q.2
SUPERON16-18 1 0.4 0.4 99.6
SUPERON19-21 1 0.4 0.4 100.0
NO RESPONSE 1 0.4 M:ss:NG 100.0

TOTAL 265 100.3 100.0

FILL NONAME (CREATION DATE = 02/01/83)

NUMBER SUPERVISEr
CODE
I
0. ***************************** ( 130)
I SUPERVISE NONE
I
1. *************4******** ( ~3)
I SUPERVISE 1-3
I
2. ********* ( 35)
I SUPERVISE 4-6I
3. *,,
I SUPERVISE 7-
I4. ** ( 2)
I SUPERVISE 10-12I
5.1)
I SUPERVISE 13-15I
6. * 1)
I SU ERVISE 16-18

71)
IT ERVISE 19-21I
I .. ....... I......... I..........I ....... .. I...... I
0 40 80 120 160 200

FREQUO ICY
VALID CASES 264 3ISSING CASES 1
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TABLE VI

Distribution by Number Reported On

and Supervised

RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM
AESOLUTE FPEQ ?REQ FREQ

CATEGORY LABEL TREQ IPCT) PCT) PCT)
REPORT NONE 194 73.2 43.5 43.5
REPORTI-3 27 10.2 10.2 83.7
REPORTLI-6 23 8.7 3.7 92.4
REPORT7-9 7 2.6 2.7 95.1
REPORTIO-12 6 2.3 2.3 97.3
REPORT13-15 2 0.8 0.8 98.1
REPORT16-18 1 0.4 0.4 98.5
REPORT22-24 4 1.5 1.5 1C3.0
NO RESPONSE 1 0.4 MISSING 100.0

TOTAL 265 100.0 103.0

NUMBER REPORTED CN
CODE
T0. 194)
I REPORT NONE
I
1. ******** ( 27)
I REPORT1-3
I
2. ******* 23)
I REPORT4-
I
3. *** ( 7)
I REPO4Tl-9
I
4. *** 0-6)
I REPORT10-12
I
5. ** ( 2)
I REPORT13-15i
I6.
I RE4ORT 16-18
I
8. *
I REPART22-24
I........... ......... I..........I..........I.......... I
0 40 80 120 150 200

FREQUENCY
VALID CASES 264 MISSING CASES 1
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IV. SURVEY RES ULTS

A. SURVEY ANALYSIS

The author's analysis is centered on issues of great

concern. If the OPMS is to be utilized to its fullest

potential, then It must be accepted by the cfficer corps. ±-

is unclear at thls point what the exact level of acceptance

should he to spell acceptance. A " preponderance " of the

data shculd suppcrt the OPMS if it is to be concluded that

the system has b.en heen accepted.

What exactly constitutes a preponderance is also

unclear. Surely, if the data are ,say, four-to-one in oze

directicn or the other, that is preponderence in the

author's mind. Perhaps even a two-to-one ratic is " prepon-

derance ". Where the data are less clear-cut than this, the

reader will have to decide for himself whether the data are

in support cf or contrary to the OPMS.

In this regard, the repsonses to the survey questions

have be-en categorized In two classes , "Agree" and "Do not

Agree ". Netral repsonses have been included in the "Do

not Agree" categcry. This has been done tc sharply damons-

trate the dichotomy of the response sets between those who

did clearly state their agreement with the statements posed

and those who did not state their agreement with the state-

ments. A more specific breakdown of the responses is

included in Apperdix A.

1. CXer rll eac.St_ of the Officer Corns

The overall reaction to the OPMS was measured by the

first statement cf the survey, Ri. This element is quoted

below. The respcnse to this question is shown in the

following summary, Table VII.
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R1 "Considerinc all of your experiences so far with the
OPMS process, ihat is your overall reaction to the
entire System?"

TABLE VII

Cverall Reaction to the OPMS

Ri Positive Not Positive

Capt. 40.0% 60.0

CDR 31.8% 68.2%

LCDR 39.6% 60. 41

LT 42.6% 57.4%

LTJG 57.8% 42.2%

ENS 60.0% 40.0%

Dis-ribution

By Total Sample 44.9% 55.1%

The respcnse -o this question shows that the officer

corns is sDlit ir its reaction the the OPIS. The best means

of analyzing these results may be in terms of what the

expected results might have been. if the reader required an

ovszwhelming statistic, for or against, to support an

hygothesis, then these results clearly do not support the

reader's hypotheses. In the author's mind, this table shows

lukewarm support of the OPMS in general terms, not on

specific issues.

A different presentation of these same data may

allow the reader to draw a different vie.w of the data. An

example of this is provided in Table IIIII.In this table, a

three column forzat may allow the reader to think in

specific terms ccncerning those who io not support the OPHS

with their positive responses on the survey. This presenta-

tion does not clarify ths issues in the mind of the author.
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Rather, it serves to cloud the response dicbctomy. As such,

this format will not be used in further analyses and Is

TABLE VIII

Cverall Reaction to the OPHS

Ri Positive Neutral Not Posirtive

Capt 4 0 .07 25.01 35.5

CDR 31.8% 40.97d 27.3%

LCDR 39.6y% 44.2% 16.2%

LT 42.65 34.4% 23.0v,

LTJG 5 7.8?t 31.3% 10. 9T

ENS 6 0.0w 40.0% 00. OT
Dis tz ib
By
Tct Sample 44.97 36.9% 13.2%

provided here fcr infcrmationa. purposes onl~y.

These saue data presented in a. differing format

still permi* the conclusion that only 414.91 of the respon-

dents would voicE lktheir supo rt of the OPMS, and by default

that the remair:1irg sector of the sample would not voice

their support. The reader w'ill- find the frequency of

response to aach question in Appendix A.

2. OPMS is Onifcrmlv Apolied ?

The percepticns of the officer corps concerning the

uniform applicat-for. of the QPM1S were gathered through the

uise of three quettions, A9, A10, All. The first issue is

question A9 which is quoted below. The response to question

19 is shown In Table IX.

A9 "The OPMS is being applied uniformly to all grades of
Coast Guard officers.'-
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TABLE IX

OPOS is Applied Uniformly by Grade ?

A9 Agree Do not Agree

Capt 15.8% 64.2%

CDR 18.2% 81.8%

LCDR 10.1% a9.9%

LT 8.3% 91.7%

LTJG 12.9% 87. II

ENS 22.2% 77.8%

Dist ibut ion

By Total Sample 12.0% 88.0%

In this instance, the data do demonstrate alarming

mistrust of the application of zha OPMS. The perception Of

the cfficer corps is clearly :.ha- the OPMS is not applied

uniformly to all grades of Coast Guard officers. Efforts t-o

disprove this perception may well be necessary for corps-

wide acceptance cf the OPLS.

Survey element A1O is quoted below. The -esponse to
this elemen, is shown in Table X.

A10 "The OPMS is beinq ao lied iniformly in all career
fields for Coast Guard -) ficers." i

A summari of this Jimension affirms the mistrus-:

revealed in question Ag. To the author, this mistrust is

quite alarming '

Survey element All tests this issue vet ancther way,

by duty assignmert. While it was intended that this question

specifically measure attitude as a function of geographic

area of assignmert, cr district. retrospective azalysis of

the question may reveal that this question does not expli-

citly accomplish this task. Thus, the analyses is left in
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TABLE X

OPHS Is Applied Uniformly by Careers

A10 Agree Do not Agree

Capt 11.1% 88.9w

CDR 4.8% 95.2%

LCDR 6.7% 93.3%

LT 5.1% 94.91

LTJG 15.9% f4. Ir

ENS 00.0% 100.0%

Distri,ution

By Total Sample 9.0 91.0%

mcre general terns. This survey iten is quoted below; the

results are showr in Table XI.

A11 "The OPMS is beinq applied uniformlg -n all duty
assignents throughcu tae Coast Guard.

Analysis of this question demons-=ates tre pervasive

perception that the OPMS is nct used the sapie way everywhere

in the Coast Guard, nor in every career fis!d, nor is it

perceived to be applied the same way to every grade.

3. oL s th- ffor ?

The attitudes of the officer corps regarding the

relative payback of the OPMS were measured using questions

A24, A25, and A26. The responses to these questions are
summarized in tatular form.
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TABLE Ii

OPUS Applied Uniformly by Assignu't?

All Agree Do not Agree

Capt 11.1% 88.9%

CDR 00.0% 100.0%

LCDR 6.6% 93.4%

LT 00.0% 100.07

LTJG 11.8% 88.2%

ENS 00.0% 100.0%

Distribution

By Total Sample 5.7% 94.3%

Question A24 measures the attitude rega:dinq thp

worth of the effcrt in counseling subordinates. The

responses are resorted in Table XII.

A24 "The time and effort I spend on documenting, coun-
selinq, and feedback with my juniors are worth gt." n

A summary of these data is that there is some

ambiguity in the perceptions of the officer corps on this

issue. Certainly, the response to the question does not shcw

that the officer corps clearly perceives that the effort

required by the CPMS by seniors towards their juniors is

worth it ". This indicates lukewarm commitment to -his

facet of the OPHS at best.

Question A25 tests this issue in ancther direction,

towards seniors. The question is quoted here; +he results

are reported in Table XIII.
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TABLE XII

Effcrt Spent on Juniors Worth It?

A24 Agree Do not Agree

Capt 47.4% 52.6%

CDR 36.3% 63.7%

LCDB 59.3% 40.71

LT 36.5% 63.5%

LTJG 26.7% 73.3!

ENS 42.9% 57. 1,

Dis tr ibution

By Total Sample 43.5% 56.5%

A25 "The time and effort I spend on documentinq, cour-
seling, and feedback with my superiors are wortA it."

TABLE XIII

Effcrt Spent on Seniors Worth It?

A25 Agree Do aot Agzee

Capt 26.4% 73.6%

CDR 27.2% 72.8%

LCDR 57.3% 42.7%

LT 43.3% 52.7%

LTJG 70.3% 29.7%

E NS 50.0% 50. Ol

Distribution

By Total Sample 52.1% 47.9%
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A summary of these data affirms the ambivalence cf

the officer corps, this concerning whether the OPMS process

is " worth it " %hen working with seniors. The mixed accep-

tance of these i4siies may indicate a lukewarm commi:ment to

the use of these processes by Coast 3uard officers, espe-

cially the senior grades of Captain and Commander. This may

undermine the entire OPMS.

Question A26 measures this dimension overall by

asking whether tr.e OPMS pays back what is put into it. The

responses are shcwn in TEble XIV.

A26 "In genera2, the OPIMS pays back what I put intc it."

TkBLE XIV

OPMS has a Good Payback ?

26 Agree Do not Agree

Capt 31.6% 68.4%

CDR 22.7% 77.371

LCDR 38.8% 61. 27

L T 36.67 63. 4%

LTJG 57.1% 4 2.91

ENS 50.0% 50.0%

Distribution

By Total Sample 41.3% 58.7%

These responses confirm what what has been hinted at

in the preceedinc twc questions. With only 41.3% of the

en:ire corps perceive a valid payback,the OPMS is not on

strcng ground. tore importantly, the senior officers, those
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with the power tc make or break a policy and who ara also ir

the key-use roles in the system, ars decidedly negative on

this issue.

4. There is Time for Another _riort7 ?

The attitudes of the officer co :ps concerning prior-

ities, wcrkload and additional OPMS priorities was maasured

using questions P27, A28, and A29.

Question A27 concerns on-te-job time avail.able for

the perfcrmance cf OEMS duties. The _eslilts are ambivalent;

they are shcwn ir Table XV.

A27 "I have encugh time on my job to * erform my OP.Suties.

TABLE XV

Theze is Enough Time o the Job ?

A27 Agree r, uo Agree

Capt 40.0% 60.0!!

CDR 27.3% 72.7%

LCDR 40.7% 51.3,7

LT 48.3% 51.77

LTJG 62.5% 37.57

ENS 60.0% 43.0%

Distribution

By Total Sample 47.2% 52.8%
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The data on this issue are ambivalent when viewed

overall. once again, however, 041s, 051s, and 06's ar;

decidedly negative.

Question k28 seqks response to another isslue,

whether OPMS duties hinder the performance of otheL duties

assigned to Coast Guard officers. The results are showr in

Table XVI.

A28 "The performance of.,my OPM duties does not hinisr
the performance of my other primary duties.,,

TABLE XVI

OPHS Does Not Hinder Primary Duty ?

A28Agree Do not Agree

Capt 60.0%40t

CDR 31.87a 68.2%

LCDR 45.3% 5.1

LT 46.6% 53.4%

LTJG 54.7% 4.3

ENS 70.0% 30.011

Dist-ribution

By Total Sample 48.8% 51.2%

A summary of this table indicates that the percep-

tion of the officer corps is counter to zhe hypothesis. The

response to A28 does inlicate ambivalence of the officers
sampled in the survey process.
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Question A29 seeks similar infcrmation in azc-.:

dimensicr, whether ccllateral duties are hindered by -he

OPMS duties. The responses are shown in Table XVII.

A29 "Th@ performance of my OPMS duties does not hinder
the performance of my col lateral duties."

TABLE XVII

OPMS Does Not Hinder Collaterals ?

A29 Agree Do not Agree

Capt 60.0% 40.0%

CDR 31.8% 68.2%

LCDR 38.9% 61.1 I

LT 41.6% 58.4%

LTJG 57.9% 42.1%

ENS 60.0% 43.0!

Distribution

By Total Sample 46.0% 54.0%

A summary analysis of this rssponse again indicates

ambiguity. Certainly, the officer corps is not strong in

support of this issue. This issue remains as an area of

concern.

5. ADI1 221 'Iq for laz~jvea emt?

Whether cr not there is a felt need for changs is an

important factor in instituting any change in an organiza-

tion. The strength cf this felt need was measured by

questions A35, A_26, A37, and A38.
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Survey element A35 questions whether the supervi-ors

are performing their duties as perceived by the officsrs

=eported cn. The results are shown in Table XVIII.

A35 ".y supervisor is ferforming his OPMS duties as
requited ty the regulations."

TABLE XVIII

Supervisors Perform OPFIS Duty ?

A35 Agree Do not Agree

Capt 40.0% 60.0%

CDR 45.4% 54. 6

LCDR 43.1% 56.9

LT 42.6% 57.40

LTJG 57.8% 42.2%

ENS 60.0% 40.0%

Distribution

By Total Sample 47.1% 52.97

These data definitely indicate a problem here. When

more than half of the senior cfficer corps indicates that

their seniors are nct performing their OPMS functions, then

a red flag should wave in the face of the analyst. This

type of ncn-perfcrmance iadicates a problem; whether the

problem :ies witl the people or the system is not revealed

the data.

Question A36 suggests that no improvements are

necessary for thc. OPMS evaluation process. The officer corps

dces not support this suqgestion. The results are shown in

Table XIX.
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A36 "No improvemnts to the OPMS are necessary to make -
an. effective tcol for perfcrmance evaluation.'

TABLE XIX

Nc improvements for 0PM1S PE ?

A36 Agree Do not Agree

Capt 5.3% 94.7%,7

CDR ~ 00.0% 100. 0
LCDB 4.7% 95.37o

LT 4.9% 95 .1 3

LTJG 14.1% 8 5.9 "I

ENS 10.0%,1 90.0%

D s r -4 btition

By Tota.. Sample 6.9% 93. 1%

An analysis of t~.ese data indfocates an overwhelminmg felt,

nce9d for improvement in the performarnce evaluati-on, process

as posed by ques-tion A36.

Question A37 poses the same issue, but refers to the

promotion and selection process. The response --o this i-s is

shown in Tabl.e XX.

"No improveme ts to the 0FMS are neqgessarv -to make itan
effectZi-ve too for selecting quallf-fed officqrs for
prtomotion."

A37

The respcnse indicates overwhelming dissatisfact-ion

with this dimensflon Cf the OPMS. This Is defi-nitely an area

for concern regaiding the organizational context or system,
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TABLE XX

No Changes to OPHS / Promotion ?

A37 Agree Do not Agree

Ca10. 89. 5

CDR 00.0% 100.0O

LCDR 5.9% 94.1%

LT 4.9% 95.1'1

LTJG 11.0% 89.3

ENS 10.01 90.0,"

Distr ibut ion

By Total Sample 6.9% 93. 1I

fit" of the OPMS with pre-existing human rescurce prcgrams.

This deq.ee of fc1t need for chan.ge may well stand in -,he

way of any further acceptance -f this syst em by the officer

corps.

Survey element A38 rephrased the issue and ques-

tions the felt nseI fc:: immediate improvements in the OP.S

selecticn and prmotic' functions. The response is shown in

Table XXI.

A38 "Immediate improvemnts to the OPMS are necessary to
m.ke it a: -_fective tool for selecting qualifed offi-
cers fcr promotion."

This equivalent form of the proceeding question

confirms the felt need for change to the OPMS along the

dimension of selection and promotion. This may well hinder

the acceptance of this appraisal function of the OPIS.
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TABLE XI1

OPIS Improvements Necessary ?

A38 Agree Do not Agree

Capt 88.8% 11.2

CDR 90.9% 9.

LCDR 84.7% 15.37

LT 83.43 16.6

LTJG 78. 1 21. 9%

-IS 80.01-0 J6

Disr ibut ion

By Total Sample 83.4, 16.67

6. OPS is Crganizational. ih- ?

The question of organizational fit is vital. It is

absolutely necessary that a pierf.:man-e appraisal system be

perceived as "right for the organizat:.on" for that system to

succeed. A measure of the attituies of Coast Guard offcers

concerninq this dimension was ginre1r-l usirg questicns A39,

A40, and A41.

Question A39 tes-ts the overall perception of "right

fit " for the OPMS and counseling, d-velopment, and supervi-

sory functions. 1he responses on this issue are shown iLn

Table XXII.

A39 "As an organization we are doing the right thing by
asing this system (OPMSf for development and supervi-sion.1"
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TABLE XII

OP S Fits Supervision / Growth ?

A39 Agree Do not Agree

Capt 60.0% 40.01

CDR 45.41 54.6X

LCDR 65.1% 34.9%

LT 54.1% 45.9%

LTJG 79.7% 20.3%

ENS 80.0% 20.0

Distr ibution

By Total Sample 64.6% 35. V!

An analysis cf questicn A39 indicates a more posi-

tive ratio for OEMS, nearly -wo to one In favor. Yet the

support is not oxerwhelming.

Question A40 poses this issue or anot-_- dimeansion,

rightness for selecticn and promozion functions. Table XXIII

has the :esults.

A40 "As an organization, we are doing the right thing by
using this system (OPMS) as the basis for proaotiang
qualified ofricers."

The respcnse to this issue, A40, is nearly the

reverse cf the previcus results. This may indicate clear

ambivalence of tle cfficer corps ccncerning the separate

issues pcsed by the questions.

The OPMS is a system of management by objectives

(MBO). One canrot deny this fact. Attempts to disguise this

basic issue may te perceived as insulting, if not a: least

condescending, by the the corps. The officer corps is not
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TABLE XXIII

OPHE Fits Selection / Promotion ?

A40 Agree Do not Agree

Capt 35.0% 65.00

CDR 22.7% 77.3%

LCDR 30.6% 69. 4%

LT 26.2% 73.8%

LTJG 32.8% 67.2%

ENS 50.0% 50.01

Distribution by

Total Sample 30.5% 69.5%,

opposed to NOB, per se, as may have been feared previously.

By testing the attitudes of Coast Guard Officers revant

to MBO , questior A41 attempts to measure how the coors,

overall, perceiv.s the " rightness of fit " for .%BO and the

Coast Guard. Tahle XXIV lemonstrates the response of the

sample .c the issue of ', rightness " of MBO for the Coast

Guard officer maragement system.

A41 "M1anagement by objectives is an appropriate apprcach
to militazy personnel managemen"t for qse in the Co&st
Guard."

A summary of these data on LBO inlicates a fair

support base for MBO, at least superficially.

7. Do We Really Know Enoah to be Fair?

Equity is an ever present issue in evaiudting the

efficacy and acceptance of an appraisal system. To be fair--

to one's self, as well as to others-- requires a dagree of
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TABLE XXIV

HBO Right Personnel Hanagement ?

A41 Agree Do not Agree

Capt 65.0% 35.3%

CDR 63.7% 36.3%

LCDR 56.5% 43.5%

LT 64.0% 36.0%

LTJG 71.9% 28.1%

ENS 70.0% 30.0%

Distribution

By Total Sample 64.61 35.4%

knowledge ccnerning the integration and articulation of this

system, OPMS , and its relationship with the promotion and

selection process as well as other human resource programs.

To measure the perceptions of the officer corps on this

feature, equity, questions A12, SK5, SK6, and SK7 were used

in the survey.

Question A12 poses the issue of clarity in ue use

of numbers in the OPR. Essentially, for the assignment of

any evaluation tc be equitable, the constructs used to make

up that evaluaticn must be clear to all. There is no room

for confusion on marks. Table XXV provides the breakdown of

the response to this issue.

A12 "The locumentation and instructions provided with
the OPMS assure there is no confusion in assigning
numerical evaluaticns to Coast Guard officers."
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TABLE XXV

Instructions Prevent Confusion ?

A12 Agree Do not Agree

Capt 15.0% 85.0%

CDR 9.1% 90.9%

LCDR 11.6% 88.4%

LT 8.2% 91.10

LTJG 27.0% 73.0'

SNS 20.0% 80.0!

Distribution

By Total Sample 16.0% 84.0%

The respcnse to the issue, as presented by question

A12, clearly poirts to a problem for the OPMS. Again, those

who mcst use the OPMS are those most negative . This is an

alarmina response to the author. It is a cause for great

concern for those who would seek to improve any facet of the

CPNS.

To test this issue further, Questions SK5 and SK6

ask for response concerning the assignment of numbers on the

OPR and the subsequent impact of -.he numbers that might be

assigned. The results are shown in Table XXVI and Table

XXVII respectively.

SK5 "The numerical evaluation of three is what the
majority of officers should receive."
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TABLE XXVI

Most Officers Receive 3's on OPR?

SK5 L.gree Do not agree

Capt 65.0% 35.0%

CDR 52.4% 47.6%

LCDE 62.8% 37.2%

LT 57.6% 42.47

LTJG 53.1% 42.9%

ENS 80.0% 20. O

Distribution

By Total Sample 59.2% 40.87'

The respcnsf? to question SK5 is inconclusive by

itself; it merely shows ambivalence regarding the assignmnt

of the number three on the OPR. Yet, when question SKS is

considered with the:se data, then the confusion on this

matter becomes appa::ent. Many officers think that it is

proper to assign the majority of officers the number three;

yet, they overwhelmixgiy perceive that a three is insuffi-

cient fcr promotion.It would be logical to infer that these

same officers would fcster the nonpronction of the majority

of the corps; yet, this is obviously nor the case in fact!

Thus, the ambivalence results from confusion regardina th,

process cf assigning numbers to the OPR and lack of clarity

concerning their impact on promotion. Certainly, this issue

looms tc block stccessful integration and acceptance of -he

OPMS.

SK6 "The numerical evaluaticn of three is sufficient to
assure the proiot:cn of a qualified officer."
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TABLE XXVII

A 3 is Sufficient for Promotion?

SK6 Agree Do not Agree

Capt 10.0% 90.0w

CDR 4.8% 95.2'

LCDR 10.7% 89.3%

LT 11.9% 88.1%

LTJG 22.2% 77.8%

ENS 20.0% 80.0%

Distribution

By Total Sample 64.6% 35.4%

The equity of the OPMS is further explored by ques-

tion SK7. This question probes the issue of fairness as a

function of systEm. kncwledge. Table XXVIII shows the

response the responses to this issue.

SK7 "I am satisfied that I know eouqh concerning the
value of numer:cal marks to be fair _o myself and
others."

The strergth of this response, wha.n viewed in the

context of the preceeding two guestions, indicates an area

of concern for tle OPMS. The dichotomy of response on ques-

tions SK5 and SKE points ,o confusion. The stark statement

gathered in SK7 indicates summarily that the groundwork for

inequity has been laid and may well permeate the OPMS unless

this issue is dealt with. Clearly 90.0% of the senior offi-

cers polled are confused on these issues. There is basis for

alarm here.
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TABLE XXVIII

We Know Enough to be Fair?

SK7 Agree Do not aoree

Capt 25.0% 75.

CDR 23.8% 76.2%

LCDR 17.6% 82.4%

LT 13.3% 86.7%

LTJG 16.1% 83.9,S

ENS 20.0% 80.0%

Distribution

B7 Total Sample 17.4% 82.6%

8. Do We K.Ucw What Performance is Neccsssary for

Promotior ?

The objectives of aFpraisal systems m.iy b,- many and

varied. The essertial ingredient is that th y are deli-

neated. A specific function of the 9P.S is the link of

appraisal tc proioticn. An appraisal syste, so linked to

promotion can be most effective by clarly and coasis-ten-ly

advertising and zewarding the global sez of behaviors,

activities, and actions that it desir.es of -hose whom it

would serve to promote. Behaviorists te.ch us that an organ-

ization may best modify behavior, or develcp the

professionalism cf the officer corps, by effectively adver-

tising what behavior is desired, and then str)king that

behavior through the organizational :ewa::d system, that is

the appraisal system. To this end, an appraisal system .aust

have clear goals and clear rewards. The path between the :wo

needs tc be clear, consistant, and unobstructed.

To measure the percepticns of the officer corps

regarding this issue, questions R25, SK12a, and SK12b were

used.
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Question R25 poses the issue of clarity versus

confusicn ccncerring numbers which are assigned to an cffi-

cer's OPP, and the impact of those numbers on promotabilit.

The paradigm is, essentially, that wher confusion =eigns,

clarity of purpose is lost. Table XXIX displays the overall

reaction of the sample to this issue.

R25 "I am confused concerning the impac that the
numbers on the OPP have on tne promo-ab'lity of offi-
cers."

TkBLE IXIX

Numbers and Pronotability Confusing?

R25 Agree Do not Agree

Capt 68.4% 31.6%

CDR 77.3% 22.7%

LCDR 77.9% 22.1

LT 82.0% 18. O%

LTJG 81.2% 18.8f

ENS 80.0% 20.0%

Distribution

By Total Sample 7g.0% 21.0%

The respcnse to R25 is quite revealing. Clearly

70.0% of the senior officers polled sre not certain of the

impact their appzaisals may have . This type of uncertainty

breeds the inflationary trends that were cited as the basis

for scrapping thi previous PA system, the Officer Fitness

Reporting System.
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This issue is further explorad with questions SK12A

and SK12B. Here the issue is whether the OPMS helps an

officer to deteraine which performance(s) are organizat.ion-

ally rewarded with promotion. The summary results are shown

in Table XXX and Table XXXI.

SK12A "My knowledge of the OPHS enables me to determine
what pertcrmance is necessary to assure the promotion

of deserv-ng juniors.-

TABLE XXX

Know What is Required of Juniors?

SK12A Agree Do not Agree

Capt 15.0% 8 5 .0r

CDR 19.0% 81.0%

LCDR 21.6% 78.4%

iT 6.9% 93.1'I

LTJG 22.0% 78.0%

ENS 14.37 85.7

Distr ibut ion

By Total Sample 17.1% 82.9%

SK12B "My knowledge of the OPMS enables me to dete;mine
what perfcrmance 1s necessary to assure the promotion

.. of myself."
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TABLE XXXI

Know Vhat is Required of Self?

SK12B Agree Do not Agree

Capt 15.0% 85.5%

CD: 1. .3% 85.7

LCDR 20.0% 80.0%

LI 10.0% 90.0%

LTJG 26.5% 73.5%

EN ; 20.0% 80.05

Di; tr ibut ion
By Total Sample 18.5% 81.5"

The respcnses to these last two questions demons-

tztte unequivocally that the officer ccrns does not know

whatt pe=-crmance is necessary to assure promotion and -h,-
th,. OPMS does little to foster the type of performance

de:iired by the service, since it is unknown Mult-tudes of

behaviorists would find this to be guite alarming. Given

thalt a stated objective of the OPMS was the arowth and

development of tte officer corps, one might conclude that it

has failed to meet its objectives on the basis of these last

two responses.

B. CONCIUSIONS

These findings tend to support the thesis put forth by
Bhatia in a study of personnel appraisal in government

[Ref. 35]. Bhatia's study discloses that fewer than 8.3%
of the Fortune 5CO ccmpanies report highly successful MBO

implementations. He goes on to question the efficacy of MBO

in government organization by asking bluntly, " Can it

really work?"
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The initial analyses of the survey results indicarte tha-

the suppcr-t base requisite for success does not exist -cday

in the U.S. Coast Guard. Rather, there is at best a lukewarm

acceptance of the service's major HBO effort, the OPMS.

Where there is resistance to the OPMS, it is rampant.

The responderts to this study, and by extension, the

Coast Guard Officer Corps, show high resistance to the OPMS

in areas of (1) uniform applicability cf the system, (2)

payback-- whether it is worth the effort, (3) priority--

that it inerfezes with existing priorities, (4) organiza-

tional ccntext-- whether it is right for the service, (5)
equity-- that it may not fairly measure performance cr

potential, and (6 reward structure-- that the system does

not adequately i6antify behaviors necessary for promotion

and consequently ioes not stroke positive behavior. As a

result, it should come as no surprise that there is an over-

whelming felt neel for improvement o: change -o -.the OPIIS.

1. Unifrmit_

The analyses reveal unquestionably that the OPMS is

percieved to be applied to the officer corps in a non-

uniform fashion. The officer corps believes that the

appiicaticn :if the OPMS is a function of grade, career

field, and district of assignment. The author will not

debate whether this belief is based in fact or not. The

reality is that the officers believe it to be true. This is

a devastingly deiisive perception that may have negative

consequences not only for the OPMS, but for corps unity as
wellI.

2. Pabc

The analyses of the data support the position that

the OPMS is not wort' the time and effort it zequires, that

the organizational payback for lasing the system does not
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foster its use. Thi's perception of the officer corps may

prevent the OPM1S from be-ing accepted as the thing to do. The

OPHS in its Present form -may take a back seat to more

rewarding tasks.

3. Prioit

The analyses of the data support the position that

there is not enough time for the new priorities mandated by

the OPHS. This system hin~ders ths performance of other

primary and collateral. dutiesF per-formed by the ser.ior cffi-

cers polled. The OPMS will likely be placed on the

proverbial "back burner" as :ntervening priorities override

the demands of tie OPFS.

___qnzaioralCreXf'The analyses cf :-he Adata suppoort the positicr. zha:

the OPMS is only mcleraztely w41-1 f-ited in-tc thc orqan-za-

tioncal context of the Coast Guard,. While there appears -to be
moderate support for the OP143 in --he supervision and growth

functions, there is abject cuposiLtion to the system in -he

selectiJon and pr:cmoti4c.n runc-norns. Th.? OPMS must be more

closely tailored to the ozgan_,za-:.onal context of th.-e Ccast

Guard to gain greater accaptance.

5. E x_

The analyses of the data strongly support the pc'--

tior. that the OPFS Is inheren~tly unfair, even at thi-s early

s-zage, because of, the widespreal confusion concerni-ng the

impacts and uses of the Lumbers and the limited under-

standing by the corps of the value of numerical marks when

assigned. This issue of Inequity must be viewed in the

greater context cf the links among performance evaluation,

promotion, and the career impacts of successive nor.-

selection. The officer Fitness Heporting System, which was
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replaced by the CPMS, was replaced in a large part diue :o

these issues. It is inappropri-ate to bridle ourselves wi--h

massive appraisal system that is not at leasticemnay

more effective in this dimension than the one it r:eplaced.

6. Peward Structure

The analyses of the data support thle position tL.rt

the officer ccrps does not krnow what performance is neces-

sary for prcmoticn and that the OPIS does littlei to fss

the type(s) of pc-rfcrnance desirel by the- se-vn-ce, since

that performance is unknown. Behaviorists tell1 us :rham -L

is appropriate tc stroke desired behavior irn or:der -.ore-

force that behavior. This appraisal process dot-s not st:rcke

desired behavior, largely because that1 behavior re ma---n s

undefined by the OP4S. Behaviorally anchcred rating scalez

(BARS) have not h-al the desired effect -i -this reoard.

7. Need for Chaq

The analyses of t:he daza over whelmiLngly support th

position that there is a felt need for change to t-he O~PMS

Exactly whatn charges and when. i-s unclsar. However, th E

previous six dlmensicns certainly re-flect conditioins --"a-.

are ripe for impiovement, The perceptiLons of the corps,

whether accurate or not, are truly what will drivs t1his

appraisa1 system to success or failurs. It is n-orZ too early

at this pci-nt to focus attention cn apparent trouble spc,,s

within the systev.

C. WHERE TO GO YROlM HERE?

The preliminary analyses of the data collected by this

research effort ±4nl-cate the foregoing conclusions to be

substantially supportable. Additional, in-depth analyses of

these data most assuredly will- support the conclusions
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implied herein It .s hoped and intended that the Coast

Guard Headquarters (G-OPES) staff will use these da-ta for

the betterment of the appraisal systems to the colleciv

good of all Coast Guard officers. This research project

reveals the collective response of a highly representative

sample of the officer corps. Their frank opinions should not

go unheeded.
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APENDIX A

OPHS STUDY: THE SURVEY

Int roduction

Thank You.. for taking the time to participate in this
survey. Hcpefully, it will not require mors than 30 minutes
to complete.

We would like to have your 'RANK RESPONSE to the
following questicns. These questions concern the

operation of the Officer Performance Management System
(OPMS). We hope to learn of your present Reactions,
Attitudes, and Knowledge concrning this system.

The information gained from the analysis of your
responses will be used at Headquarters to evaluate theeffectiveness of the Officer Performance 4anagement System
(CP ms).

aditionally, your responses will form an essential
p:rticn of a research roject at the Naval Postgraduate
School, onterey, Caliiori a. This project is being
ccnducted by a Coast Guard Officer.

You have been selected through a random process. This
piocess intends to sample the opinion of a ra-presentative
cross-section of active duty Coast Guard Officsrs.

Your responses will be () Anonymous and (2)
Confidential. Ti-ere is no mechanism included in this survey
designed tc link the remarks back to the individual makin
these remarks.

Knowing this, we hope you will be encouraged to make
frank and honest responses to the questionnaire.

We will ask you ior some limited demographic infcrma-
tion. This will be used to validate the sampling process.
it is important to us to know the type of o1ficers
responding to this survey. This information will have no
other usage.

For c arity the use of abbreviations n this questic-
rmaire is !imite. The following terms will be abbreviated:

Cfficer Performance Managemeat System OPmS)

Officer Support Form OSF1
Officer Ferformance Report (OPR
Leadership and Management School (LAMS)

Thank You
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Demographics

Please -ndiczte your response to each of the follcwing
questiors and sulquestions by placing a check mark in the
parenth-.ses (_).

Example

What is 'he color of your eyes?

!a:,lue 4 3)
b irowr 160)

M Green 81 iss
Cthei: (Please Specify) 141

End of Example

(1) What is (are) your present role(s) in the OPMS
process?

My role incl,,des action
(a) as tie reported on office:. (127)b a the supervising officer. 641

as the reportinq officer. 40
as the reviewer officer. 33
Othe: (Please specify) 01

(2) Hcw many reporting cycles have you completed?
jaone cc .

(b) tocc 2es 13)
(c) three cycles
(d) This is my first ycl 0
(e)Other (Please specify) 01
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(3) I. general terms, what is your area of career
speci.alt y?

a Surface Oparations 6
bAv~iat ion.4
Erg.gineering 50
dMerine Ins~ection/Protqction 50

r= Manpowe e~Pers/Tra..zuing/EducatJcn 21

Meal 07 Hiss
Other (Please specify) 09 05

(4) Where is your present assignment?

Afloat (40) Asihore (225)
Dut:es Assigne2l:

C0428) XO(19) EO((04) OPS(37) DIFOPS (18)
DI CH (24) BECH (22) DEPBRCH (30) OTHER(113)

(5) What is your present grade?

(a Captain 20
(b Ccmmander 22
c Lieutenant Commander 86
d Lieutenant 62
q Lieutenant(junior grade) 64

E rsign 10 iss
Warrant (W1 through W4) 00 01

(6) How aany officers do you report on as a super-
visor?

(Please enter the correct number)

None (130)

1 - 3 (83) Miss

More tha r 3 (51) 01

(7) Hcw many officers do you report on as a
reportinc officer?

(Please enter the correct number)

None (194)
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1 -3 (27)

4 -6 (23)
More thar 15 (05) 01

we do not desi~e any further dsmoqraph,c iniform-
tion. Please con-tnue on to the n~ext setcn of thts
survey.
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Survey Instructions

Thank You.. for coming this far in the survey!

if voi do not wish to continu hsesesa
edge o- the survey booklet an dre-4ufn nt fby aa"
we will te sorry if you don't continue. We stili
wsh to thank you 92r the data thaz o a,

provided at this point.

If yotV do wish t(;,continue, please read on. Yo~i
Vii fInd the questions to be reslevan:- and thought
provoking.

The fcliowi.ng questions are desigpied to cap-- i:e
your frank cpinions. For simplci' -n scorina the
data, most guest- ions have mulctp i-choicl
answers. You may'select as many or as few o! the
responses which apply to you.

*InthE event that~we have not been able to
:nclde an appro- priate response cntion, p ease

provide a narrative comment which b -st describes
Iu esFonse. Space has been provided at each guc-s-
onfor this purpose.

For the, questions that follow please p'lace acheck ( ') n theparentheses tha4 cores 1 t
nh~~ te c irectly.- -;

your response.
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Section I

(1) Ccnsidering all of y9ur experiences so fa-
with the OPMS process,what -s your overall react:.on
to the ertire system?

Pr jo siti ve10bI ostve $10)

Borderline 971
clVry Negative 09 02

(1a) What is the best part of using OPHS?

Counseling (28) Fee-dback (76) other (137)

M iss rg (24)

(1ib) FEow good is this best part of OPMS?

a) Superio r (17)

E xcillent 8
(d} V ry Good 49
(e Goo 27) MISS
(f Borderline 10 15

(1c) What .s -the worst part of using OPMS?

Papfrwor-k (38) Ti-'me (108) Ot1-her (100)

Missing (19)

(1d) Fow bad is thi"s worst part?

Very bad 43

c Bad 36
d nsatisfactory ~ 43

if Borderline 134 10

I?) wtattarefyour overall reactions to the ;pead-
abi It of the follcwinq documents which describe
how to use and operate the OPIS?

Desk Guide
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(a) Very positive 39)
Borderline 50
Negative O I MTSS

e Very Negative 101) 15

COMDTINSTR 1611. 10

(a) Very positive (18)
(b) Positive 1136)

Borderline 87
Negative 11)mISS
Very Negative 03) 10

(3tInjer.ral what is your reaction to tje
clary cfdirections provided by the followng
document E?

Desk Guide

(a) Very positive (23)
(b) Positive 164)(c) Borderline 1541

Negative 06 MISS
(e Very Negative 101) 15

COMDTINSTB 1611. 10

(a) Very positive (13)

b ) Positive 
1 3

c Borderline 87
d Neaative 08 MISS
e Very Negative 04) 10

(4 Ir general, what is your reaction to the
overali consistency of the directions and guidance
provided by these two documen-ts?

'a Very positive (172)

lb 63s. 3ve 72
c Bcrderl ne 63
e Negative 07 MISS

Very negative 12

.(5toIr enerl ,what has been your ov e;al1 reac-
e..4atn cyeebsack you have receved durIng the
eva'uaticn cycle (six months)..

frcm your supervisor?

a) Very positive 29)
b) Positive (11)
ir Borderline 65
d Negative 11
(e Very negat.ive 0O4)
f None received (441

from your reporting officer?
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a) Very positive (23)
1b) POS"tIve (74)
C~: Borderline (46)
(d Negative (09)
q- Very negative (03

(f) None received (113)

(6) Ir.general what is your overall reactiop to
the neqative feedtack you may have received during
your evaluaticn cycle..

froa your supervisor?

a Very positive 18)

JbPos2ative 89)Borderline 28

Very negative 02
None received I111)

from your reporting officer?

(a) Very positive (07)

(' Borderline (34)
d Negative 08
(-) Very negative 02() None received (159)

(7) 1r-genera, what is your overall reaction to
the PO.3tive feed6ack you may have received during
your evaluation cycle...

fron your supervisor?

(a) Very positive (33)
(n)Postive 132)
Borderline 43

d Negative 04
s Very negative 00
f None received 53

from your reporting officer?

(a) Very positive (25)
) Pos tiv q (77)C) Borderline (43)

d Negative 014
) Very negative (01)

fl None received (115)
(8) aI has, been your reaction to the accuraMy

of the rformat ion which is included on your Of icer
Performarce Report, as the Reported on Officer?

(a' Ver *31ti 14tv(72)b Fostive 1
Borderline 57)
Negative 151 dIss
Very negative 05 09
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(91 Hcw wculd you describe the skill of your
superior- in proviling the feedback you have
received in tJe OPIS cycle..

your supervisor?
Sa) Very competei-t ~31
b) Corn eterm 101

Bor erline
e Incom eten t 0
d)Very nco etent 051

None received 35

your reportinq officer?
(a Very ccmpetent $33)

Incompetent 07

e Very Inccmpetent 05)
f one recive. 921

(10) fow much trairing on your OPM!S dutiss h~ve
you received from the Coast suard? (Ple.se esrz.-
mate.)

Weeks__ Days__ Hours

(10a) Where did you receive this training?

(a) CG TCEII L.A.M.S. (08) When?
(b) mplemen--ation team (
4c) on he job (12d)oas Guard Seminars 87(e) Other, please specify (14)

Combiration (31)

No train-ing received (02)

(11) Jow much traning on su2ervision and evalua-
tion usirg the principles of ob ective and goal
setting have you received from he Coast Guard?
(Please estimate.)

Weeks__ Days___ Hours
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(11a) Where did you receive this traininq?

(a)CGTRACEN L.A.tS (33) When?
b Implementation team 41
0JC)on the job training (20)
(d oast Guard Seminars 43
(e Other, please specify (19)

Combiration (28)

No training received (82)

(12) F.ow much training on interpersonal rela-
tons, ccnflict resolution, or ccunselinq techniques
have you received from the Coast Guard? 1Please
estimate.)

Weeks___ Days___ Hours

(12a) Where did you receive this rraining?

(a) CG TRACEN L.A.M.S. (50) When?
b Implemeta t -on. t ea m 1on the job training 11

(d Coast Guard Seminars (26)
lei Other, please specify (3~l

Combiration (35)

No training received (72)

(13) In general, how would you describe this

training overall?

,a) Exceptionally jood (59lb Smewat goc

Ic So-so 
4

Somewhat poor 22 mISS

e Exceptionally poor 14) 35

(14) In general, whit is your reaction to the
adequacy of the train-ng?

(a) Very adequate (30)
Borderl ine 5
Inade uate 35 Iss
Very inadequate 122 27
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(15) Pow would you describe the effectivear.s z
the trairing you have received on your OPMS a'i.es?

(a Very effective (05)

(b Effective (11)
(c Borderlne 1921

Ineff:ct3ve MISSVeryInefective 11) 9

J14) Eow would you describe y(ur current levei of
training regarding your counseling and appraisal
duties?

(a) Very adequate (22)
b) aiquat e (10 6)Borderline 771

Inadequate 40 MISS
e Very Inadequate (09) I

(17) Fow would you describe the ability ,f ;o::
reporting officer nn performing his 0PMS counsliing
and appraisal duties?

(a) Very competent 29)

(b) Comp ete n.! 10)
) Borerl ine 87

ncoompecent 21 MISS
Very Incompetent (13) 07

Please '"cate the degree to which you agree or
disagree w,. n the following s,:atements by Olacing a
checK mark ( ) in the appropriate pazenthesi.

(18) I am frustrated when I try to get definitive
answers concerning the significance of the numbers
on the O1R.

a) Strongly agree 84)
(b Agree 69

Neutra I 80
Disagree 20) MISS
Strongly disagree 08 04

(191 In general , the amount of time required for
my OPH cuties has not been excessive.

(a) Strongly agree (20)
SAre691
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d)Disagree (64) 5ISS
(e Strongly disagree (9) 01

(20) In general,the number of officers I supe:-
vise

is not excessive.

(a Strongly agree (74)
(b Agree (88
(c Neu tra 52
d Disagree 03 MISS
e Strongly disagree 07 41

li
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(21) In general, the number of officers I super-
vise and/or report on is about right.

(a Strogly 
agree 

(311c 1eutra (82)
Disagree 21 ISS
Strongly disagree 13) 44

(22) In general y superiors have been able -o
devote enough time to me to meet my OPMS needs.

(a, Strongly agree (12)
1C) N eutral 47

Disagree 74
Strongly disagree 54)

(23) Fight now, OPMS takes too much time to do it
right.

(a) Strongly agree 103)
() Agr ee 6

Neutral 43
(d Disagree 44 MISS
(e Strongl y disagree 10

(2 4) Bight now, I ;eally like using the OP4S for
counse.6irg and suDervasing but ! dc not like the
idea of using it ks a basis for promotion.

(a Strongly agree (27)
lb Agree 54
IC) Neutral 90

Disagree 63 ISS
Strongly disagree 26 05

.(25) I am confused concerning the impact that the
numbers cn the OPR have on the promotability of
officers.

(a) Strongly agrse (102)
(b Agre. (105)14g %keutral 32(d Disagree 19 mISs

(e) Strongly disagree 1055 02
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Section II

Pleas-e indicate how you fieel concerning the
following statements.

()T1le OPMS is a good vqL , gverall o accom-P1ish per- formanca evaluat. 9n in the t0oast Guard

(a) Strongly agree (17)
(b) Agree (108)

Nc eutral 68 S
d, Disagree 02 ms
(el strongl1y disagrea 23) 0

)*Uce of the OPMS Is a agod way to select
qua litnc officers for promotion.

(a) Strongly agree (13)
(b) Agr ee (3
(c) Neutral (81)
(d) Disagr ee 5) MISS
(el Strongly 1.isagr - 27) 02

131 The.OPMS provides me with the informatior
that I nreed to perfcrm my dut,:ies.

(a Strongly agree (28)
1b) Agre2 (106)
(c) Neutral (49)

(Strongly disagree (21)

4) The OPMS provides me with the information I
nee to assess my promotion poter tial.

(aI Srongly agree (05)b Are e (43)
1C 1atral 54 MS
id :saare e 10 )MSe tonlydisagree 57) 02

(5) Tli OPMS will provide the promotion boards
with th e information needed to fairly and accurately
promote qualified officers.

(a) Strongly agree (08)
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)b A gre (50
(c) lieutra1 (87)
ld) Disagree (74)
(e) Stro nqly disagree (42)
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(6) A primary function of the OPMS is to provile
accurate information to help..

(a) promotion boards to select qualified officars
for prou ction. (50)

(b) ascsignment panels t9 select qualifid offi-
cers for ap roprlate positon-. (06)

(c) detailers to make assigment decisions. (05)

(d) piovide pe-fo manc- feedback to enhance the
personal growth ot the officers corps. (101)

(e) Other (Please specify) (10)

Combiraticn above (92)

Missing (01)

(6a) %hich function cf the OnPS is the most
important to you?

b Assignment panels 10
c Detailer's gscisions (06)
dil Performance feedback 12

Other (Please specify). (08)

Cobiraticn above (20)

Missing (01)

(7) The OPMS provides a fair and accurate evalua-
tion of my past performance.

(aj Strongly agree (07)
cAgree 1126)Neutral 66)

Disagree (2 MISS
strongly disagree (15) 15

(8) Tbe OPMS provides a fair and accurate assess-
men. of :y future potential as a Coast Guard officer

(a) Sr a
b re 73)

2)Nuta 96)MSd) Disagree 67MISS
Se) trongly disagree 17) 06

(9) Tte OPMS is beial applied uniformly to all
grades of Coast Guard O.icers.

(a) Strongly agree 101(b) Agree (29)
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(C Neutral (106)
(C' Disagree 66) miss
(e) StronglY disagree 0) 1
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(10) The OPaS is being applirzd uniformly in all
career fields for Coast Guard officers.

al Strongly agree il

c Neut ral16
Disagree 6 19MISS
Strongly disagree 47,

(11) The OPMS is being applied uniformly in all
duty assign- ments throughout the Coast Guard.

Strongly agree 0

j~ Agree 
14)

Neutral 10)
dlDisagree {681MSc 

i)MISS
(e Strongly disagree 59) 18

w(12) The documentation and instructions provided

with te OPMS assure there is no confusion in
assignlnc numerical evaluations to Coast Guard
Cfficers.

ajStrongly agree (03)
bjAgree (39
Neutral (55 S
Disagree 12 MISS
Strongly disagree (43) 02

(13) I have been able to find satisfactory
answers to all my questions concerning the C6NIS
from the written inst:uctions provided with the
system.

aI Strongly agree (03)
bAgree 179)
Neutral 64
Disagree 10L) MISS
Strongly disagree 13) 02

(13a) The Headuarters (G-OPES) Staff have been
helpful an providing satisfactory answers to the
questions I have posed to them concerning the OPMS.

(a) Strongly agree (07)
(b Agree (33)
c Neutral 57
d Disagree (18)

Strongly disagree 26 MISSf ces not apply to me (122) 02

(14b The training provided at the initial stage
of NN is all that il11 be required by me in my
career.
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(.Strongly agree (0)
b Agree (32)
()Neutral (31'1ms
( 1 Disagree L12) fS

(e Strongly diagre 50) 07

I
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415) No further training is required for me to
perform iy OPMS duties.

(a Strongly agree(07)
~bAgree 63~Neutral 41,) s
Disagree 1S

e) Strongly disagree (34) 02

(16) 5o f rther, tainini is jequired for my supe-r~ors to per crm teir OPMS dut es.

(a) Strongly agree (03)
(b( Agree 

364)
dDisagree a(0r) MISS
(e Strongly disagree (54) 03

117) No further traininq is required for my
jun-ors to perform their OP6 S duties.

(a Strongly agree (03)
(b Agree 291)(c Nqutral sae 165 MSDisagree 10 ) ISS

Strongly disagree 38) 25

(18) Ey questions concernina use of the OPMS can
be resolved by my immediate rating superiors.

(a) Strongly agree (01)
(iAgree

i~i sagree ~ 10) MISS
e Strongly disagree (28) 03

(19) M questions concerning use of the OPMS can
be resoli~d by Commandant (G-OP5ES Staff).

Strongly agree 108,jj gree 8
c eutral 1diDisagree 34 IS
c trongl1y disagree 05 13

(2 0) There is no confusion concerninq the assign-
ment of rumerical evaluations on the 6P.

fbj Age age4~i

C 4 eutril 4L4
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(d) Disa gree 117) mIss
Strongly disagree (74) 05

(21) 1 hve no questions concerning the impact of
r.umbers assigned n my OPR.

a)Strorn:1ly agree (04)Ib) Agree (19)
C)Neutral 19~2
Disagree d19ar MISS
Strongly disagree 93) 03

(22) 1 have no. questions copcerninu the impact of
the numbers I assign to my of f.cers on their OPR(s).

(a Strongly agree (02)
b Agree 

101
eutrzi 168

(d Disagree 18 miSS

Songiy disagree 1624)0OP.423) As counseling and developmental tool, the

(a) Strongly 
agree 

75)

b Agree 147)

Neutral 

27)
Disagree 

09) mISs(e) Strongly disagree 04 03

(25 The time and effort I spend on documentin~h

counseling and fmy j~c z uneiors are wot

(,a tngl fedagre (3; )

~b Agree (62)
) Neutral 

73)(dl Disagree 40
(e) Strongly disagree (13) 43

(251 The tijefan efor;XJ spend on. documenting,
counselirg, and eelbacK wit my superiors are vot-h

i03
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(2§ In general the OPMS pays back what I put

(a. Strcnqly agree (4
(b Agree (73

Neutral 65IdDisagree 62 MISS
(e Strongly disagree 26 05

(27) 1 have ezough time. or my job to perform my
OPMS duties.

(a Strongly agree 116)b Agree 138)
Neutral 35)
Disagree 5) mISS

fe Strongly disaqre 48 02

(28) the performance of my OPMS duties does not
hinder the performance of my other prmay duties.

(a) Stronglyge 20)
b Agree y a108)cNeutral37

Disagree 621 MISS
Strongly disagre3 -36 02

h" 29) The performance of my OFMS duties dQes not
hin er te performance of my collateral duties.

(a) Strongly agree 19)
jb )Agree 101)
)c Neutral 37)

(d Disagree 62 MISS
(C) Strongly disagre_ 36 03

te ab. supervisor has taken enough tim, with me

(3) t3o compiete the repors required by OPMS.

(a Strongly agree (7
Agree 93

qN qutral 53)
d Disagree 71) mISSieStrongly disagree 37 04

(311 I am confident that I vill be promQted ifrI
typically receive three's (3's) as a numerical mari
on my 0 flicer Performance leport.
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(a Strongly agree (0)
() ge (13)
()Neutral (58)

(di Disagree 95 IS
le) Strongly disagree 188)1 07S

4(32) 1 am not f rai*d to risk f ailure by
stretching my goals on the OS?.

(c Strongly 
agree 31)

bAgree 
97)Neta 55)

dl isare 61 MISS
leStrongly disagree 120 01

(33) 1 am confident that a. individual woul.d
still be selected for promotion even if he dId not
reach all of his goals as sta-ted on thl-e OS?.-

(aj Strongly agree (15)
b qAree (128)

eta l (54)
Dsagre e 48) miss

le tSrongl y disagree (12) 38

(34) 1 have establ4.shed the proper rapport with
my' super, vscr to receive an accuza-e Per~oriance
evaluat Icn.

(a) Strongly agree 25)
lb~ Agree 13 6)

I c Neutral 571 IS(el Strongly disagree- 117 01

(3 5) s super vi sor i s p erf ormin.,1g his OPMS duties
as requir d by the regilations.

(a Strongl y agree (20)
(b Agree (104)

dDisagree 57 miss
liStrongl y disagree 137) 01

(36) To improveuent-s to the OPMS are necassary to
t neffective tocl for performance evaluation.

a)Strongly agree (0
bjAgree (18)W Neutral (55)
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(d Disagree (104) MISS
(e Strongly disagree (86) 02

mak(371 Wo improvements to the OPMS are necessary to

t i an effect--ve tool for selecting qualified
off cers for promotion.

(a Strongly agree 1021)
(b Agree' (16)
c) Neutral 58) S
Id Disagree 11 MISS

Strongly disagree (76) 03

(38) Immediate improvements to the OPMS are
necessarl to make it an effective too! for selectina
qualifiec officers for promotion.

(a Strongly agree 55
b) A re e 7311)N4utral89 MS(d Disa gr e MISS

(e Strongly disagree 08) 05

(39) As 4n organizaticn, we are doinq the right
thing by usng this system (OPMS) for development
and supervision.

(al Strongly agree (45y
(b) Agree (12)(cliutral48

(a Disagree 35) MS3
(e Strongly disagree 11 01

(40) Ps an organization, we are doinq the riaht
thing +y usinq his system (OPMS) as zhe basis-for
promotins qualified officers.

(a) Strongly agree (14)

Neutral 94
(d Disagree 65 MISS
(e) Strongly disagree 24 02

(41) .anagement by objectives is an appropriate.approach to military personnel management for use int P Coast Guard.

(a) Strongly agree (39)

jb Agree2
Neutral (511
e sagre e 33 MISS

Strongly disagree 02
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Section III

(1) Ir general, I know what numerical evalua-
tions
to assi cn my officers when completing the OPR.

(a) Strongly agree (06)
Neutrl 74)Id' Disagre e 57 MISS
Strongly disagree 09 48

(2tMy junior 9fficers know ex~ctly what marks to
expc basis of the narrative I have
provided.

a) Strongly agree 102)(b) Agree 451
(C) Neutral 109
(d Disagre e r 48 MISS
(e Strongly disagree 54

(3) The reportina officer knows what numerical
mar s 'o assign when the narrative is properly
completed.

(a Strongly agee (031(c Neutral 94
Disagree 79 MISS
Strongly disagre I11) 16

The fcllowiZg quest4cns refer to section seven
7) of the Officer Performance Report, Adherence to
oast Guard Standards.

(4) A numerical evaluation of three on any item
In secticn seven is an excellent mark.

(a) Strongly agree 103)
(b) Agree 12)c utral 5 3ISl isagre) MISS

StroDgly disagree 45) 04
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(51 The numerical evaluation of three is whiat :he
majority of officers should receive.

(a Strongly agree (18)Ib Agree _13)
Neutral 62)
Disagree 33 MISS
Strongly disagree 11 04

(6) The numerical evalu tion of three ts suf~i-
cienm to assure the promotion of a qualified of cer.

(a) Stronqy ag ee (05)(b Agre (30)

J Nqutral 83 MSDisagree 109) MISS
Strongly disagree 31) 07

(7).,I am satisfied that I know encigh concarping

-he vaiue of numer:cal marks to be fair to myself
and others.

(a) Strongly agree (05
Ib Agree

Nutral 55
Disagree 11 mISS

(e Strongly disagree 146) 06

(8) I am satisfied that i know enough concerning
the value of numerical marks to advise my juniors
when they have questions.

(a St-ongly agree (02)
b I A g-ree 

(32)(c) Nqural (65)
d Disagree 96 mISS

(e Strongly disagree 39 31

(9.) In pr4ctice this section is always written
7 the rEpor tng officer, not by someone else at his

di rectior.

(aStrongly agree (20,
(b~ Agree (64)
al) Neutral (77 MIS

Disagree 71 MISS
(e Strong1y disagree 25' 08
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This concludes the questions that are sol e.y
concerned with section seven (7) of the OPR.

(10) . y supervisor has complied with the OPMS
counselirg reqiuiraments without undue prompting by
me.

(a) Strongly agree 1251
(C, % Nutral 

35$

4b1 Agreej86

'd Disagree 76 MISS
(l Strongl y disagree 40 03

(11. .y iniZta!, mid-period, and end-of-peri9d
counseling sessions were conducted by my supervisor
within t-e time limits established by Commandant.

(a) Strongly agree (24)
Ib Agree 77
(c Neutra! 29
(d Disagree (90 MISS
(e) Strongly isaarez (41 04

(121 iy knowled e of the .PMS enables me to
determine what pergormance is necessary to assure
the promction...

of deserving juniors.

al Strongly agree (06)
(b Agree 

(34)c Neutral 83
d Disagree .88 lISS

le Strcngly d isagree 25) 29

of myself.

(a) Strongly agree (06)

Ibi Agree14c Nutral
d Disagree 10) miss
e Strongly disagree (35) 04

(13) I am certain of what actions are required of
me by the OPMS.

(a) Strongly agree 15)
11IA ge o 17g~

Disagree 122$ MISS
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je) Strongly disagree (07) 02

t (1it) I know which cfficq to call in my District

tresolve i Ssues of conflict concerning the OPMS.

(a) Strongl y agree (21)
b Agree 1107)

Nautra 1351
risagree 72~ miss

115) 1 know which off4.ceuto calloat
Hea qua;ters to resolve 'Issues of conflict
concernirg the OPMS.

(a) Strongly agree 127)
(b) Agree 125
dNeage 62~ MISS

r(eutral~ ~ 321

(lStrongly d-isagre 16 03
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(16) I have the skills that are required to carry
out all sy OPMS duties.

(a Strongly agree (30)
4b Agree ( 153)

c Neutal6
Strongly disagree 1061 03

(17) ry superiors 1avq :he skills required to
carry out t e r OPHS duties.

(ai Strongly agree (20)
b Agree 135)

N iputral 60)
isagree 39 MISS
Strongly disagree 08 03

(18) Py luniors have the skills required to
carry out teir OPHS duties.

(I Strongly agree (1
(b Agree 92

Neutral
Disagree 281 MISS

SStrongly disagree 07 38

This is the end of the survey. An addftiona! page
is provided for your remarks.

When you have finished, please seal the edge of
the surv . bcoklet with tape or a staple, and return
it by ma-.

f
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C cmment s

Please usq +he remainin space! to provide
whatever add tional conmen s you may have.

77A 
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